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Abstract 
Aspect is the different ways of viewing the internal temporal make-up of a 
situation. Since Vendler's (1967) introduction of verbal aspect into the field of 
Linguistics, there has been a proliferation of studies on verb classification, situation 
types and the internal constituency of events. In recent years, proposals for the 
representation of events in syntax have been made. Aspectual information, being 
semantic in nature, is no longer viewed as purely lexical properties of the verb, but as 
the crucial factor constraining the projection of arguments in syntax. 
Two types of proposals regarding the projection of arguments arise: the 
lexically-driven approach or the predicate-driven approach. The former argues that 
the process of argument mapping is a purely lexical matter in that the verb's lexical 
semantics contains all the information needed for the correct projection of arguments. 
The latter claims that the mapping of arguments onto specific syntactic positions is 
governed by event structure and event roles are assigned to arguments in specific 
positions in syntax. 
The present study focuses on the representation of telic events in syntax. Our 
target of investigation is Cantonese, which possesses a large variety of telic predicates. 
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We argue that syntactic structure is a direct reflection of event structure and the 
projection of arguments is predicate-driven as well as lexically-driven. Complex 
events that are composed of two subevents, i.e. cause and result, are encoded in a 
complex syntactic structure. We argue, in particular, that in a telic event, there exists 
an aspectual projection (AspP) which is responsible for telicitiy checking, following 
Travis (1992, 1994，2000a, 2000b). This projection can be found in complex and 
simplex telic events, namely, accomplishments and achievements respectively. 
Chapter 1 and 2 are reviews of the semantic and syntactic representation of telicity. In 
Chapter 3，we will show that the existence of this aspectual projection can account for 
some word order facts in Cantonese. In Chapter 4, the D-pronoun, a special type of 
pronoun which is common in accomplishments in Cantonese, will be analyzed. We 
claim that the D-pronoun found in telic predicates is a strong piece of evidence for the 
existence of an intermediate aspectual projection in accomplishments. Chapter 5 will 
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Chapter One: Preliminaries 
1.1 Aspect 
Aspect is the different ways of viewing the internal temporal constituency of a 
situation (Comrie 1976: 3). It differs from tense，a deictic notion, in that it is not 
concerned with relating the time of the situation to any other time-point (Comrie 1976: 
3). The term has been used in two distinct ways, as Smith (1997) has explicitly 
delineated in her two-component theory. The first one focuses on a temporal 
perspective of an event. It is a matter of the speaker's viewpoint of a situation. The 
speaker may choose to present a situation as completed (perfective) or as ongoing 
(imperfective). The perfective aspect ‘looks at the situation from outside without 
necessarily distinguishing any of the internal structure of the situation' while the 
imperfective 'looks at the situation from inside, and as such is crucially concerned with 
the internal structure of the situation' (Comrie 1976:4). This use is termed viewpoint 
aspect. The second one is about the atemporal contours of the event. It is atemporal 
because of the irrelevance of the time frame to the natural unfolding of the event. It is 
an indication of the intrinsic temporal quality of a situation, such as whether the 
situation involves dynamicity, duration and a natural terminus. Such representation of 
the internal make-up of an event is called situation aspect or Aktionsart} 
1.2 Telicity - a definition 
Telicity, which is one of the temporal features determining the classification of 
1 Aktionsart is a German term which means 'kind of action'. 
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situations, comes from the ancient Greek word telos. Telos literally means 'end' or 
‘goal,. The term telic was first introduced by Garey (1957) in his analysis of French 
verbal aspect. A situation is said to be telic if there is an endpoint inherent to it. 
Comrie (1976) defines a telic situation as follows: 
(1) [A] telic situation is one that involves a process that leads up to a 
well-defined terminal point, beyond which the process cannot 
continue, (p.45) 
Telicitiy refers to the internal temporal make up of a situation and describes 
whether the situation is homogeneous and cumulative (atelic) or heterogeneous and 
culminative (telic), or whether or not the situation has a natural moment at which it 
terminates. A telic situation is one with a potential, inherent conclusion, goal or 
endpoint. The endpoint is a built-in and essential part of the situation, without it the 
situation cannot be telic. The goal has to be reached for the situation as it is described 
in the sentence to be complete and beyond which it cannot go any further. Telic 
events are characterized by the processes that exhausted themselves in their 
consequences. On the other hand, an atelic situation is one without a goal to which 
the action is directed. It is cumulative in that it can go on for an indefinite span of 
time. Consider: 
(2) a. John ate an apple, 
b. John ate apples. 
In (2a), John's eating activity is dependent on the direct internal argument an 
apple? His eating finishes when the entire apple is consumed. The sentence is telic, 
2 Objects such as an apple in (2a) is classified as incremental themes by Dowty (1979). Incremental 
themes are argument NPs that have aspect-changing function. 
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because there exists an inherent endpoint beyond which the eating event cannot go any 
further. On the other hand, in (2b), no natural conclusion is implied. John's eating 
can go on infinitely as the direct internal argument apples is in bare plural form. 
It is commonly known that whether the direct internal argument of a predicate is 
quantized or not is conducive to the general aspectual property of the predicate (Bach 
1986; Mourelatos 1981; Krifka 1992; Dowty 1991; Tenny 1987，1994; among others). 
It is not a single semantic property of the verb being the deterministic factor in this 
respect per se. Rather, it is the semantic property of the direct object interacting 
with that of the verb to determine the aspectual make-up of the entire predicate. 
Verkuyl (1972, 1989，1993) rejects the idea of fixed verbal aspectual classes and he 
reveals the aspectual compositionality of sentences and verb phrases by studying the 
interaction between the verb and its direct object. He defines an aspectual calculus by 
positing the features [土 ADD TO] and [土 S(pecifed) Q(uantity) of A f for the verb 
and the direct object repectively. [土 ADD TO] is associated with the dynamicity of 
the verb.4 A verb has a [+ADD TO] feature if it is dynamic and it describes an event 
that progresses in time over successive, additive intervals in such a way that the 
nominal feature [+SQA] can bound it. [土 SQA] deals with the specification of 
quantity of noun phrases. [+SQA] describes the structural information associated with 
the NP, expressing specified quantity of A (Verkuyl 1993: 27). It indicates whether 
the NP is specified in quantity. An NP (or DP) is featured as [+SQA] if its denotation 
can be exhaustively counted or measured. Examples of [+SQA] NPs include an apple, 
3 According to Verkuyl, ‘A’ is the denotation of the head noun of the NP. 
4 The dynamicity expressed by the verb is subsumed under the following semantic elements: (a) 
MOVEMENT (e.g. walk)\ (b) PERFORM (e.g. play)\ (c) TRANSITION (e.g. die); and ADD TO (e.g. 
knit). Change going on in time is expressed in these verbs. For details, please see Verkuyl (1972). 
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two cakes, a piece of paper, etc. Mass nouns and bare plurals are [-SQA]. (3a)-(3d) 
below exemplify the interplay between the two features: 
(3) a. John loves [-ADD TO] music [-SQA]. ^ atelic 
b. John knew [-ADD TO] the answer [+SQA]. ^ atelic 
c. Peter composed [+ADD TO] symphonies [-SQA]. ^ atelic 
d. Peter composed [+ADD TO] three sonatas [+SQA]. ^ telic 
It is clear that whether a predicate is interpreted as telic or atelic depends on the 
verb and the argument it takes. Verkuyl concludes the phenomenon by the PLUS 
principle, which states that only when the verbal feature [ADD TO] and the nominal 
features [SQA] of the object are of the positive value can a telic (or terminative, in 
Verkuyl，s terminology) predicate be derived. If either one of the features is negative, 
atelic (or durative) predicates are derived. 
Grounding his theory of aspectuality on model-theoretic semantics, Verkuyl 
successfully captured the relationship between the verb and its argument (internal) and 
their joint contribution to the formation of a telic predicate. 
1.3 Event Classification 
Vender (1967), inspired by the old Aristotelian tripartition of situation types, 
introduces the study of events to the field of linguistics. His classification is based on 
two parameters, namely, temporal unit and definiteness of temporal unit. The 
temporal unit of an event deals with the duration it involves. Events either involve an 
instant or a stretch of time. Definiteness of an event concerns whether the situation 
contains a natural conclusion of an endpoint. Based on the two parameters, situations 
are classified into states, activities, accomplishments and achievements: a state is an 
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indefinite instant; an activity is an indefinite stretch; an accomplishment is a definite 
stretch; an achievement is a definite instant. 
A state is a stable condition of some entity for a period of time, where no change 
obtains from time 1 to time 2. States consist of undifferentiated period without 
internal structure and no dynamics is involved. Proto-typical examples of states are 
love and resemble in (4): 
(4) a. Mary loves music.^ 
b. Jack resembles his father. 
In (4a), neither Mary nor music undergoes any change in the stative predicate 
Mary loves music. The same is true for Jack and his father in (4b). 
Activities (or processes) are processes going on in time. They have arbitrary 
initial and final points that are outside the speaker's focus or attention. They are 
dynamic and durative. Activities can go on in time in a homogeneous way, as Vendler 
describes, 'any part of the process is of the same nature as the whole' (1967:133). An 
activity might come to an end, but the endpoint is arbitrary and is not an integral part of 
the situation. As Smith (1997:23) points out, ' [ajctivities terminate or stop, but they 
do not finish; the notion of completion is irrelevant to a process event.' In other 
words, activities are atelic, because of the absence of a natural endpoint. Therefore 
only the notion ‘termination, rather than 'completion' is relevant to activities. Here 
are some examples of activities: 
(5) a. Walter is swimming. 
5 States can be in the progressive form as shown in a recent slogan by McDonald's: 
(i) I'm lovin，it. 
The fiinction of the progressive, as pointed out by Brinton (1988), is to portray the non-dynamic state 
as if it is dynamic. 
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b. Benjamin ate bananas. 
Accomplishments are finished processes with endpoints. They are dynamic, 
durative and telic, that is, they are equipped with natural endpoints or conclusions. 
An accomplishment is a situation that takes some time in unfolding and reaches its 
inherent final point. There are successive stages through which the process advances 
to its final point. Typical accomplishments are: 
(6) a. Sylvia drew five sketches. 
b. Terence pounded the metal flat. 
c. Margaret consumed three hamburgers. 
The last type of situation is achievement. Achievements are punctual events that 
result in a change of state. They are dynamic, instantaneous and telic. The change 
described by an achievement is over as soon as it has started. Unlike 
accomplishments, achievements do not have any prolonged process associated with 
them. The following situations are achievements: 
(7) a. Vivien reached the top of the mountain, 
b. Karen won the game. 
An additional type is the semelfactive,^ which was introduced by Comrie (1976). 
Semelfactive situations take place once only. They are instantaneous, dynamic and 
atelic. Semelfactives are single events without endpoints or results, such as (8): 
(8) James coughed. 
Though punctual in nature, semelfactives can be used imperfectively or with 
durative adverbials: 
(9) a. Jane was knocking at the door. 
6 Semal is a Latin root which means 'once'. 
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b. The light flashed for half an hour. 
When semelfactive verbs are used imperfectively or are modified by durative 
adverbials, they do not denote single events that stretch for some time. Rather, they 
are iterative, with single-moment events repeating themselves over and over. So they 
behave like durative activities or processes. 
To conclude, the five situation types are summarized according to the temporal 
features [dynamic], [durative] and [telic]: 
^ ^ • J ^ p o r a i Features Dynamic Durative Telic 
Situation Types 
States - + N/A 
Activities + + “ 
Accomplishments + + + 
Achievements + - + 
Semelfactive + _ _ 
® 
[adopted from Smith 1997, p.20] 
1.4 Some Additional Terminology 
Before looking at the syntactic representation of aspectual features, we have to 
identify a couple of related aspectual notions that are relevant to our subsequent 
discussions. There are two terms that are usually used interchangeably by many 
authors, namely, boundedness and felicity. The two notions are distinct but 
interrelated. Depraetere (1995) attempts to distinguish the two by classifying them 
based on potential endpoints (i.e. (a)telicity) and actual temporal boundedness (i.e. 
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(un)boiindedness). Depraetere defines (a)telicity as 
(10) A clause is telic if the situation is described as having a 
natural or an inherent endpoint which has to be reached 
for the situation as it is described in the sentence to be 
complete and beyond which it cannot continue. 
Otherwise, it is atelic. (p.3) 
On the other hand, a sentence is bounded if 
(11) ...it represents a situation as having reached a temporal 
boundary, irrespective of whether the situation has an 
intended or inherent endpoint or not. (p.3) 
If a situation has not reached a temporal boundary, it is unbounded. 
In (12)，(a) is bounded while (b) is unbounded: 
(12) a. Michelle played the piano for an hour, 
b. Michelle plays the piano every day. 
In (12a) the adverbial ‘for an hour' imposes a temporal boundary to the predicate. 
Though the predicate is with a clear temporal boundary, it is atelic due to the absence 
of a natural endpoint or conclusion. On the other hand, (12b) is unbounded since there 
is no temporal boundary for the habit of piano playing. ' � 
Depraetere's distinction might lead one to conclude that (un)boundedness and 
(a)telicity are natural correspondences of the P and T properties suggested by Dahl 
(1981) respectively. The T property, defined by Dahl, is possessed by a situation that 
‘leads up to a well-defined point beyond which the process cannot continue.' (p. 81). 
The P property, is inherent in a situation that ‘has the T property and the goal, limit or 
terminal point in question is or claimed to be actually reached.' (p. 82) 
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However, Depraetere's approach differs from Dahl's in that the former does not 
imply the P property entails the T property, as a situation may have actual temporal 
boundaries even if there is no inherent or intended endpoint, as (12) exemplifies. 
Depraetere also argues against Dahl's claim that the P property is synonymous with 
(im)boundedness, as predicates that do not have the T property are not always 
imperfective, as shown in (13): 
(13) John ate apples. 
Telicity is the property of having an inherent endpoint, which may be potentially 
realized. Boimdedness, on the other hand, is the actual temporal boundaries of the 
event. Boimdedness can be affected by elements that contributes to the realization of 
these temporal boundaries: perfective or imperfective viewpoint, temporal adverbials 
and so on. Telicity, on the other hand, is assiociated with basic configurations of 
verbs and their arguments. (A)telicity and (un)boundedness often coincide. 
However, there are several possible ways for them to interact: 
(14) a. John ate an apple. (telic, bounded) 
b. John was eating an apple. (telic, unbounded) 
c. John ate apples. (atelic, bounded) 
d. John was eating apples. (atelic, unbounded) 
To conclude, (a)telicity has to do with whether or not a situation is described as 
having an inherent or intended endpoint and it is an inherent property of a predicate; 
(im)boiindedness relates to whether or not a situation is described as having reached a 
temporal boundary, no matter the predicate is telic or not. A telic situation is bounded 
if the intended endpoint is reached (i.e. completion); an atelic situation is bounded if it 
has a temporal boundary (i.e. termination). 
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1.5 Subevent Structure 
Grammarians do not simply treat the four Vendlerian classes of events as 
unanalyzable atomic units, but recognize the existence of complex events with internal 
structure. In this section, we will look at the proposals of Grimshaw (1990) and 
Pustejovsky (1988, 1992) and see how events are organized with internal structures. 
15.1 Grimshaw (1990) 
Grimshaw, in her exploration of the way arguments of a predicate is represented 
in syntax, proposes a two-dimensional mapping system, which assumes that thematic 
roles of a verb are hierarchically ordered and some of which have prominence over 
others. Among the various thematic roles, according to the Thematic Hierarchy which 
belongs to the thematic dimension, Agent is the most prominent argument. Next 
ranked is Experiencer, then Goal/Source/Location. Theme ranks the lowest. For 
agentive verbs, the Agent is always the most prominent argument. It is mapped onto 
the subject position in syntax. The Thematic Hierarchy correctly predicts the 
organization of arguments of most types of predicates, but there is one kind of verbs 
that seems to violate the Thematic Hierarchy. They are the frigkten-type 
psychological verbs, as in (15), 
(15) The movie frightened John. 
The theme movie occupies the subject position, while the experiencer John, 
though thematically more prominent than the theme, occupies the object position. In 
order to solve the problem, Grimshaw refers to the aspectual dimension of a predicate, 
which is partially responsible for determining the hierarchical relations among the 
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arguments of the verb. She assumes an aspectual hierarchy which is present in 
complex predicates. Event structure breaks down events into aspectual subparts. A 
complex causal event, according to Grimshaw, has the following structure: 
(16) event 
八 
A complex event is made up of a development subpart and a culminative subevent. 
For the aspectual dimension, prominence relations among the arguments are 
determined by the temporal ordering of the subevents: the argument which participates 
in the first subevent is more prominent than those that participate in the subsequent 
subevent. 'An argument which participates in the first subevent of an event structure 
is more prominent than the argument which participates in the second subevent. 
Hence, it is always more prominent than the argument corresponding to the element 
whose state is changed.", Grimshaw writes. (1990: 26-27) The aspectual hierarchy 
can override the thematic hierarchy when the two are in conflict. As the theme is 
associated with the causal part of the event, it is more prominent, according to the 
aspectual hierarchy, which always gives the causer argument a more prominent status 
than the affected argument in the sentence. So in (15), the movie is mapped onto the 
subject position. 
Such complex event represents the structure of Vendler's accomplishments, which 
consist of two subevents, namely, activity and state.? This [activity + state] contour 
sheds light on further studies on the representation of event types in syntax. 
7 For example, in the sentence "jc builds y”’ there is an activity which x engages in building, followed by 
a resulting state in which comes into existence. 
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1.5.2 Pustejovsky (1988, 1992) 
Pustejovsky assumes that different event types are not atomic entities，but rather, 
entities with subevent structure. He proposed a configuration theory of event 
structure. Following Bach (1986), he characterized verbs in natural language as 
belonging to three basic event types: states, processes and transitions, which subsume 
accomplishments and achievements. The three event types are represented as follows 
(adopted from Pustejovsky 1992, p. 156): 
(17) States (5): a single event, which is evaluated relative to no other event, e.g. be 
sick, love, know. s= State 
S P= Process 
T= Transition 
e(vent) 
(18) Process (尸)：a sequence of events identifying the same semantic expression, e.g. 
run, push, walk. 
P 
(19) Transition (T): an event identifying a semantic expression, which is evaluated 
O 
relative to its oppos i t ion , e .g . build, destroy, draw. 





For Transitions, two different types can be identified: (a) the inchoative and (b) the 
causative. The inchoative transition corresponds to the Vendlerian achievement. 
The structural representation of (21a) is (21b). 
(21) a. The boat sank. 
b. T 
p s 
LCS，： 9 [sunk (the boat)] 
[1 sunk (the boat)] 
LCS: 10 become^ 1 ([sunk (the boat)]) 
The causative transition is Vendler's accomplishment. (22b) is the structural 
representation of (22a). 
(22) a. John sank the boat. 
9 LCS', according to Pustejovsky, is a level of lexical semantic representation where verb class 
distinctions are characterized, (p. 57) 
Pustejovsky uses the level of LSC to represent a lexical semantic representation which takes the form 
of a predicate decomposition. No fixed set of primitive terms is assumed but a minimal decomposition 
of verbs and sentences, in terms of the principles of event structure (p.57). 




LCS,: [sunk (the boat)] 
[act (John, the boat) & ] sunk (the boat)] 
LCS: cause ([act (John, the boat)], become ([sunk (the boat)]) 
Though both types of transitions are composed of a process (P) and a state (S), the 
causative type makes explicit reference to a cause, which brings about the state. 
Pustejovsky argues that there is no need to distinguish accomplishments from 
achievements, because 
(23) achievements and accomplishments can be distinguished 
solely in terms of an agentive / non-agentive distinction.... 
When a verb makes reference both to a predicate opposition 
and the activity bringing about this change, then the resulting 
aspectual type is an accomplishment. When the verbs makes 
no explicit reference to the activity being performed, the 
resulting aspectual type is an achievement (p.59). 
Pustejovsky acknowledges that agentivity ‘does in fact act to complete the 
distinctions between the conventional aspectual classes by dividing the class of 
transitions into two logical subclasses' (p.61). In terms of event structure, however, 
they are identical. The underlying cause operator at the level of LCS is more criterial 
to the division among the two situation types. 
An advantage of having subevent structure in the event is that the ambiguous 
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interpretation of adverbial modifiers can easily be described in terms of different 
scopes over the event structure or parts of it. For example, a manner adverb like 
rudely in a predicate like depart rudely can either take scope over the process subevent 
(i.e. the manner of departing was rude) or the transition as a whole (i.e. it is rude to 
depart). In similar ways, the ambiguity of almost and the effect of adverbial 
modification get straightforward explanations. Pustejovsky gives the following two 
examples to explain the effect of almost and adverbial modification respectively: 
(24) John almost built a house. 
(25) Lisa rudely departed. 
Both (24) and (25) are ambiguous. (24) can either mean 'John nearly started to 
build a house' or 'John nearly finished building a house，. In (25), the two 
interpretations are 'it is rude of Lisa to depart' or 'Lisa departed in a rude manner'. 
(26a) and (26b) can illustrate the different interpretations obtained in (24): 
(26) a. T 
ES: P [almost(5)] S 
LCS，： [house (y)] 
[act (J,力 & 1 house (y)] 
b. T 
ES: P S [ a l m o s t � ] 
LCS,: [house 0)] 
[act (/；力 & 1 house (y)] 
There are two distinct predicates in build, one within the initial event, and the 
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other in the culminating event. Therefore, there are two readings for (24). In (26a), 
almost modifies the initial subevent, while in (26b), the adverbial modifies the 
culmination of the event, thus deriving the two different interpretations. 
The ambiguity associated with (25) can be illustrated in (27a) and (27b): 
(27) a. T 
ES: P [rude(P)] S 
LCS': [departW] 
[act (x) & ] departed 0)] 
b. T [rude(T)] 
ES: P S 
LCS,: [departW] 
[act (x) & 1 departed (s)] 
(27a-b) shows the two interpretations of (25) resulting from two distinct scopes. 
In (27a), the rudely, having 
scope over the process of leaving, behaves as a manner 
adverb; while in (27b), rudely takes scope the entire event structure and it is interpreted 
relative to the speaker and the situation. 
Non-accomplishments such as run in (28a), unlike accomplishments like build a 
house do not induce ambiguity, as shown in (28b): 
(28) a. John almost ran. 
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b. P [almost (P)] 
en 
run (jc) 
In (28b), only one predicate is involved in the event structure of the process run. 
Therefore, only one interpretation, that is, John didn't start running, is induced. 
Generally, we agree with Pustejovsky in that transitions are complex in nature, 
thus can be distinguished from states and processes. Accomplishments and 
achievements, however, should not be collapsed into one single category. According 
to Vendler (1967) and Dowty (1979)，accomplishments involve a somewhat extended 
process leading to the change of state itself. Achievements, on the other hand, lack 
this extended process leading to the change of state. Instead, the change of state is 
instantaneous. There is evidence in some languages that the accomplishment / 
achievement distinction has linguistic effects. The distinction should not be defined 
as an agentive / non-agentive distinction only because there exist non-agentive causers 
such as natural forces in (29a,b) and instruments in (29c) which characterize predicates 
as accomplishments: 
(29) a. The wind broke the window. 
b. The sun dried the clothes. 
c. The hammer broke the glass. 
Clausal subjects which act as causers are also counter arguments of Pustejovsky's 
claim: 
(30) The assassination of the president frightens the public. 
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As we shall see later in Chapter 3, achievement predicates are resultative in nature 
and they are configurationally simpler than accomplishments. 
The unified treatment of accomplishments and achievement is also adopted by 
Verkuyl (1972, 1987, 1993). Verkuyl's two-feature system (i.e. [土ADD TO] and 
[土SQA]) gives rise to a tripartition of events, rather than the four-way Vendler-Dowty 
distinction, as observed by Slabakova (2001): 
(31) [-SQA] [+SQA] 
^ 入 A 
, Y ^ 
STATE PROCESS EVENT 
I 、， 、二 ） 
V Y 
[-ADD TO] [+ADD TO] 
Verkuyl (1993) argues that the Vendlerian accomplishments and achievements should 
be collaped as one single category, i.e. telic events. They are distinguished simply by 
some purely extralinguistic factors which indicates that whether the process / cause 
component of the event is extended (in the case of accomplishments) or protracted (in 
the case of achievements). An example is the verb phrase type the letter, which can 
both be interpreted as to type a letter with several pages (i.e. accomplishment) and to 
type a single letter P on a word processor (i.e. achievement). As we shall see later in 
Chapter 2, the distinction between accomplishments and achievements does have 
linguistic manifestations, as the fact that verbs that denote achievements in Malagasy 
occur with telic morphemes that are absent in other verb classes (Travis 2000a). 
Another language that demonstrates such distinction is Bulgarian. In Bulgarian, there 
exist an array of preverbs that are attached to verbs to form different kinds of 
1 0 
accomplishments but not to achievements (Slabakova 1997, 2001). The presence of 
12 In Bulgarian, na is one of the preverbs (glossed as 'PV') attached to verbs to form accomplishments 
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these linguistic facts reveals that the classification of the two situation types is with 
linguistic necessity. 
1.6 Summary 
In sections 1.1, 1.2 and 1.4 of this chapter, we have defined several crucial 
concepts that are central to our subsequent discussions, they are, aspect, (a)felicity and 
(un)boundedness. The classification of situation types or events is made in 1.3. We 
have also espoused the view that linguistic events can be viewed as entities having 
internal sub-event structure rather than as atomic units, by reviewing Grimshaw's (1990) 
and Pustejovsky's (1992) proposals in 1.5. Both of the proposals will lead to the 
introduction of the syntactic representation of events in natural languages made by 
some authors recently in the subsequent chapter. 
1.7 Organization of the Thesis 
The main concern of the present study is to explore how telic predicates are 
represented in syntax and the role telicity plays in determining word order and other 
phenomena in Cantonese. In Chapter 2, we are going to review the models 
formulated by Borer (1994, 1998), Ritter and Rosen (1998, 2000), Travis (1992, 1994, 
and to indicate completion: 
(i) Na-pisa-x pismo. 
PV-write-lsg-PAST letter 
‘I wrote a letter.' 
No preverb is attached to an achievement verb, as in (ii): 
(ii) Namer-ix portmone. 
find-1 sg-AORIST a wallet 
'I found a wallet.' (taken from Slabakova 2001, p.39) 
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2000a, b) and Slabokova (2001) to see how subevent structure is manifested in 
syntactic structure. More explicitly, the event roles of initiator and delimiter have 
specific syntactic positions in syntax and their mapping is directly related to some 
aspectual properties (c.f. Tenny 1987，1994). After a brief introduction to the models 
mentioned above, we will evaluate the validity of the models and opt for one of them 
for our subsequent analysis. 
In Chapter 3，we will investigate the word order of telic and atelic predicates, in 
particular, the ordering of direct object and postverbal duration / frequency phrase in 
Cantonese, the target language of the present study. We will give an explanation to 
the word order facts observed and see how sub-event structure interacts with syntax. 
Apart from word order facts, the existence of a specific type of pronoun, the 
D(isposed-of)-pronoim will be under scrutiny in Chapter 4 because of its restricted 
distribution and its sensitivity to the aspectual property of telicity. We will make the 
claim that object movement in telic predicates leaves a vacant position for the insertion 
of a D-pronoun, thus explaining the occurrence of D-pronoims in telic predicates. 
Chapter 5 will be the conclusion of the study. Main ideas and findings will be 
recapitulated and some suggestions for further studies will be put forward. 
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Chapter Two: Event Structure in Syntax 
2.1 Introduction 
In this chapter, we will review some recent works that have incorporated the 
findings of the argument-based studies of events. These works demonstrate that 
subjects encode initiation and objects encode delimitation. They make proposals on 
the syntactic representation of events to account for the relation between subjects and 
initiation and between objects and delimitation. The syntactic approach argues, more 
specifically, that clausal projections play important roles in determining the event 
structure of the sentence. Events are hence viewed as being specified in syntax and 
the various event roles (i.e. initiator and delimiter) are assigned at specific syntactic 
positions. In the following, we will review works of Borer (1994，1998)，Ritter and 
Rosen (1998, 2000)，Travis (1992, 1994，2000a, b) and Slabakova (2001) and see how 
events are represented in syntax. 
2.2 Borer (1994，1998) 
Borer (1994, 1998) argues against what she calls the ‘ Lexical-Entry-Driven 
Approaches' to argument projection，which assumes that lexical entries contain all the 
information needed for projecting the verbs' syntax correctly. The syntax of a 
predicate is determined by and can be predicted for the lexical specifications in the 
lexical entry. Typical approaches which are lexical-entry-driven are the Uniformity of 
Theta Assignment Hypothesis (UTAH) by Baker (1988),' the thematic hierarchies (cf. 
1 The UTAH states that 'Identical thematic relationships between items are represented by identical 
structural relationships between those items at the level of D-Structure' (Baker 1988: 46). 
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Larson 1988，Grmishaw 1990) and the linking rules as formulated by Levin and 
Rappaport (1995). The main argument raised by Borer against these approaches is the 
existence of the so-called 'variable behavior verbs', which alternate between 
unaccusative and imergative constructions and show properties belonging to both. 
Pieces of evidence such as auxiliary selection, «e-cliticization, impersonal passive 
construction and possessor dative are drawn from Italian, Dutch and Hebrew 
respectively. Borer argues against the postulation of multiple classification of verbs 
resulting from lexical rules, as Levin and Rappaport Hovav (1995) assume. Rather, 
she argues that the unergative / unaccusative alternation is predicate driven, i.e. 
imaccusativity and unergativity must be based on the properties of the entire predicate, 
which are in turn determined by aspectual properties such as telicity，rather than 
determined solely by the projection possibilities of the verb. In other words, 
according to Borer, whether a verb is unaccusative or unergative is syntactically 
determined. If it is mapped onto an unaccusative configuration, it is unaccusative; if it 
is mapped onto an unergative configuration, it is unergative. 
Borer abandoned thematic role labels like agent, patient and so on and she 
assumes that arguments of a verb are not hierarchically ordered. Arguments move to 
specifier positions of functional projections. ^ Hierarchical representation of 
arguments is thus achieved. For instance, the structure for a telic predicate is shown 
in( l ) : 






Asp em VP 
V’NP 
The structure in (1) is responsible for event measurement (as indicated by EM 
‘event measure'), which is in turn responsible for telic interpretation. An NP (or DP) 
which measures out the event (in the sense of Tenny (1987，1994)), moves to [Spec, 
A S P P E M ] to check off the [+telic] feature. An A S P P E M ^ is well-formed if and only if 
it is interpreted as a resultant state and if and only if a DP in [Spec, AspPEM] is 
predicated of that resultant state. 
The structure of unaccusative, unergative and transitive telic predicates are as (2), 
(3) and (4) respectively: 
3 ASPPEM corresponds to AgrOP (object agreement phrase), in the spirit of Chomsky (1993). Van Hout 
(1996，2000, 2004) and den Dikken (1994) explicitly state that it is AgrOP that is responsible for telicity 
feature checking. Zagona (1999) treats AgrOP as a projection for Case and agreement, as well as for 
the assignment of temporal roles. Though there are some minor differences in their proposals, these 







Spec A S P ' E M 
-Case 
^ AspEM VP 
V，NP 
1 
In ( 2 ) , the sole NP moves to [Spec, ASPEM] to trigger the [ + E M ] interpretation. 
Borer relates this projection to the assignment of accusative Case. In order to account 
for the fact that the sole argument of an unaccusative raises to occupy the position of 
the surface subject, Borer claims that the head ASPEM fails to assign structural 
accusative Case to the argument in its spec position. As a result, the argument has to 












In (3), Spec of AspP is not projected and ASPEM is not activated. The only 
argument moves directly to [Spec, TP], where it can be assigned nominative Case. As 
it does not pass through [Spec, A s p E M ] , the event cannot be measured out, thus an atelic 
reading results. 





Spec Asp' EM 
+Case 
t Asp EM VP 
V，NP, NP 
I 
In (4), [Spec, ASPPEM] is projected to assign telic interpretation. This time, 
[Spec, ASPPEM] is able to assign accusative Case to the ‘measure，argument which 
moves to this position. The other argument, which is the causer or originator of the 
event, moves to [Spec, TP] to receive nominative Case. 
Borer claims that another functional projection, AspPoR* exists in the structure. 
In the Conditions on Aspectual Realization (CAR), Borer states that every proposition 
must have at least one fully specified aspectual node.^ If AspPEM is unspecified, 
4 AspPoR stands for Aspect Phrase, Originator. 
5 The other two conditions are: 
a. If ASPPEM is specified then AspP is [+EM]. 
b. If Asp PEM is specified it must be fully realized (i.e., it must have a filled specifier). 
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AspPoR must be specified. Thus, in the absence of a measure argument, there must be 
an originator. According to Borer, an orginator, as in the sense of Dowty (1991), is an 
agent or a subject of a state predicate. As a result, a more detailed representation of (3) 













A further complication emerges because not all transitive verbs are telic, as some 
quantized DPs are not event measurers, as ‘the cart' in John push the cart for an hour. 
These non-measuring DPs need Case, as required by the Case Filter (Chomsky 1981). 
Borer draws evidence from Finnish, which demonstrates overt case morphology in 
measuring and non-measuring DPs. Direct objects in telic predicates receive 
accusative Case, while those in atelic predicates receive partitive Case. 
(6) a. Anne rakensi taloa. 
Anne built house-PART 
"Anne was building a / the house." 
b. Anne rakensi talon. 
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Anne built house-ACC 
"Anne built a / the house." 
Borer proposes another functional projection whose head is capable of assigning 
Case to non-quantized DPs. Thus the structure of a predicate with a non-measuring 




T nuclear scope 
/ Spec F, \ 
Z +Partitive 
I F VP 
V , NP<+/-QUANTIZED>, N P 
I 
The non-specific DP which receives partitive Case in [Spec, FP] under the nuclear 
scope cannot transmit its properties to ASPPEM to yield a telic interpretation. Borer 
further assumes that unquantized or cumulative DPs (i.e. bare plurals and mass nouns) 
cannot license an ASPPEM node, or a result interpretation. So accusative Case is 
unavailable. The Case Filter is satisfied by the FP, which assigns partitive Case to 
non-measuring DPs. 
Bare plurals and mass nouns are incapable of instantiating telic interpretation. To 
Borer, they remain in the VP and incorporate with the verb to form complex verbs. 
Arguments that stay inside the VP are predicate modifiers that serve a further 
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specification function rather than being event measurers. For example, in build houses, 
the bare plural direct object houses fails to move out of the VP and measure out the 
event. Therefore, it further specifies the type of action described by the verb, i.e. house 
building. 
Borer's account is attractive in that it captures the syntactic configuration from 
which a telic predicate is derived. However, unlike the postulation of a functional 
node AspEM to check off the [+telic] feature by a quantized measure object, the 
existence of an AspoR is less well-motivated as a variety of thematic roles other than 
the agent can take up the role of an originator, such as an instrument. The function of 
AspoR is responsible for assigning the aspectual role originator to an argument which is 
an agent or a subject of a stative predicate, as Borer claims. But nominative Case is 
assigned by TP. That means, the subject of an atelic predicate must first move to 
[Spec, AspoR] to pick up the originator aspectual role, then to [Spec, TP] to check off 
nominative Case. Should this bit of semantic information be part of the syntax, 
thereby motivating an extra movement which is clearly in breach of the economy 
principle (Chomsky 1993)? 
Moreover, as Slabakova (2001:62) notes, Borer fails to account for the difference 
in Akt ions art between (8a) and (8b): 
(8) a. John pushed the cart. 
b. John built the cart. 
Though in both sentences the direct object the cart is quantized and definite in 
reference, the one in (8a) is an affected object while that in (8b) is an effected object. 
The former yields an activity reading with a verb which is classified as 'verb of 
imparting motion’ by Tenny (1987). The direct object is a participant of the event, but 
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it fails to delimit it. The latter yields an accomplishment reading with a verb of 
creation. Borer's model fails to explain why the verb push is mapped onto an atelic 
frame while the verb build is mapped onto a telic one. This fact leads us to conclude 
that Borer's model is inadequate and that the verb's lexical semantics information does 
contribute to the predicate's aspectual properties to a certain extend, which is contrary 
to Borer's claim. 
Another problem of Borer's analysis is the lack of hierarchical organization of 
arguments of predicates. In Borer's model, a VP has no internal structure and is not 
articulate enough, so causativity is not encoded by an upper V of an Larsonian VP shell 
(Larson 1988) or in more recent proposals, a light v that hosts a causative morpheme 
(Chomsky 1995). As we shall see in Chapter Three, semantic properties like 
durativity and causativity are encoded in a projection which selects result VP. The 
structure and the complexity of the VP is a direct reflect of event structure. A VP that 
is more articulated that the one proposed by Borer would be a better model to 
accommodate linguistic facts related to the difference between accomplishments and 
achievements. 
One point that Borer seems to have ignored is that in a Finnish stative predicate, 
the Case that the direct object bears does not contribute to telicity, as Spencer (1998) 
points out: 
(9) a. Omistat nama talo-t. (Spencer's 6a,b) 
you own these.ACC house ACC.PL. 
'You own these houses.' 
b. Omistat talo-j-a. 
you own house.PART.PL. 
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'You own houses.' 
In (9a), the object talo ‘house，，though marked with accusative Case, does not 
measure out the event denoted by the predicate. It reveals the problem of relating 
accusative Case, a formal feature, to telicity, a feature with semantic content. Here, in 
a stative predicate, Case marking seems to denote a contextually delimited set of the 
referent and thus it is related more directly to referentiality. Hence, lexical semantic 
features of the verb play a crucial role in constraining the projection of arguments and 
telicity is predicate-driven as well as lexical-entry-driven. Without clarifying the 
mechanism which deters stative or other inherently atelic verbs from being mapped 
onto the telic frames with an event-measuring projection, (cf. (2) and (4))，Borer's 
attempt to disregard the lexical semantic relevance of a verb in the projection of 
arguments cannot be fully satifactory. 
2.3 Ritter and Rosen (1998,2000) 
Ritter and Rosen (1998), following Borer (1993), claim that event structure is 
represented syntactically rather than lexically. Event roles such as initiator (or 
originator) and delimiter are assigned by functional projections dominating the VP. 
An argument receives an event role by moving to the specifier position of the relevant 
FP. In other words, these authors adopt a purely syntactic approach to event 
classification. An initiator is the instigator, originator or the cause of the 
D(elimited)-event.6 A delimiter is the argument that delimits or indicates the end of 
the D-event. Ritter and Rosen argue that the verb's lexical semantics may determine 
the number of arguments selected and some information about the thematic roles that 
6 In Ritter and Rosen (2001), the term 'event' refers only to events that are delimted, i.e., D-events. 
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the arguments bear. However, the event interpretation of the verb is structural. A 
D-event which has an endpoint or a delimiter is realized in the FP dominating the VP. 















In (10), the object YP raises to the specifier of FP-delimitation to receive the 
delimiter event role. The subject XP moves to the upper FP, which is responsible for 
initiation, to receive the event role of initiator. 
Ritter and Rosen note that all delimiting or affected arguments are objects, but not 
vice versa, as Tenny (1994) shows. In order to account for this fact, they propose that 
objects of D-event always delimit. Non-delimiting objects do not move to [Spec, 
FP-delimitation] and they stay at their base position. 
Ritter and Rosen (2000) further claim that events are grammaticalized through 
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ArgS and AgrO, i.e. through Case and agreement. They base they argument on the 
observation that Finnish displays its delimitation orientation in the overt Case that 
appears on the direct object, as Borer does (cf. § 2.2). Accusative Case is assigned to 
specific objects of delimited events whereas partitive Case is reserved for indefinite, 
bare plural objects of non-delimited events. 
However, only one of the FPs (i.e. FP-initiation or FP-delimitation) has to be 
activated in order to express eventiveness. Languages are thus divided into two 
groups: the D(elimitation)-languages and the I(nitiation)-languages. The former treats 
clauses with delimiters as eventive (or delimited), while the latter treats clauses with 
initiators as eventive. As our target of investigation for the time being is Cantonese, 
which is a D-language, we shall put aside I-languages and take a look at the syntactic 
representation of D-languages. According to Ritter and Rosen, a delimited event in a 
D-language is one with the delimiting FP (AgrOP) specified. (11) shows a canonical 
delimited event in a D-language: 
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T FP-delimitation (AgroP) 
Spec F， 






Delimiting objects move to [Spec, AgrOP] to check object agreement and 
accusative case. Ritter and Rosen argue that non-delimiting objects remain inside the 
VP and receive inherent Case, similar to what Borer assumes for non-measuring DPs. 
Ritter and Rosen, as Borer, neglect the lexical semantics of the verb in 
determining the telic / atelic distinction of a predicate. Why are some verbs always 
telic, while others atelic, regardless of the quantized or non-quantized status of their 
internal arguments? 
(12) a. John discovered a secret/Mary's secrets. (Always telic) 
b. Peter drove a taxi/trucks. (Always atelic) 
Why are some activity verbs always mapped onto atelic templates while 
achievement verbs telic ones? If the syntactic structures proposed by Ritter and 
Rosen are blind to the verbs' lexical semantics, we cannot explain why an atelic 
interpretation is impossible in (12a), and a telic one in (12b). The purely 
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predicate-driven approach (in Borer's terminology), fails to capture this fact. 
Ritter and Rosen do not justify why a language has just one of the FPs specified. 
Initiators and delimiters are not complementary to each other. In most transitive 
delimited predicates, initiators and delimiters usually co-occur. For example: 
(13) a. Mary mowed the lawn. 
b. Jack swept the floor clean. 
In (13a) and (13b), both an initiator (i.e. Mary and Jack) and a delimiter {the lawn 
and the floor) are represented in a single sentence. Therefore, it is unclear why in 
Ritter and Rosen's model, only one of the FPs (i.e. FP-origination and FP-delimitation) 
is specified, but not both. 
If event roles are essential, then why should only one argument in these transitive 
predicates receive its relevant event role by moving to the corresponding specifier 
position, leaving the other argument unassigned of an event role? 
2.4 Travis (1992,1994,2000a,b) 
Building on Hale and Keyser's (1993) framework that thematic relations should 
be taken as structural projections of the lexical categories of N, V，A, and P, Travis 
(1992, 1994，2000a,b) agues for a syntactic explanation of the representation of 
subevent structure. By investigating two Western Malayo-Polynesian (WMP) 
languages, she shows that event structure is encoded by an articulated VP which is a 
further extension of Larson's (1988) VP shell. The two WMP languages under 
examination are Tagalog and Malagasy. In both languages, there are morphologically 
encoded alternations patterning with the transitive (causative) melt and the intransitive 
(inchoative) melt alternations in English. Travis calls the derived transitive verbs 
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lexical causatives. In Tagalog, with the same root tumba 'fall', we get both a verb 
meaning ‘to fall down' and 'to knock down'. The intransitive root may appear with 
the Actor Topic (AT) morphology um- directly attached to it,^ while the transitive form 
Q 
has the AT morphology m- as well as the causative morpheme pag-: 
(14)a. Intransitive 
t-um-umba ‘X fall down' 
s-um-abog 'X explode' 
1-um-uwas ‘X go to the city' 
b. Transitive 
m-pag-tumba knock X down' 
m-pag-sabog ‘ Y scatter X’ 
m-pag-luwas 'Y take X to the city' 
Malagasy demonstrates similar alternations. Intransitive forms in Malagasy has 
the AT morphology m- and the morpheme /-, while the transitive form has the AT 
morphology and the morpheme an-. Examples of alternations in Malagasy are shown 
in (15): 
(15)a. Intransitive 
m-i-hisatra ‘X moves slowly' 
m-i-lahatra 'X be in order' 
m-i-lona ‘X soak' 
7 In Tagalog and Malagasy, as many other WMP languages, the introduction of the topic morphology on 
the verb may make a variety o fNPs subjects. 
8 Travis names elsewhere the morpheme pag- 'the Burzio's morpheme' in that it assigns case to a theme 
and adds a causer to the argument structure of the verb. (Travis 1992: 138) 
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b. Transitive 
m-an-histra ‘ Y moves X slowly' 
m-an-lahatra ‘ Y arrange X, 
m-an-lona ‘ Y soak X’ 
To sum up, the morphemes that occur in intransitive and transitive forms in the 
two languages are: 
(16) intransitive transitive 
Tagalog 0 -pag-
Malagasy -i- -an-
Apart from attaching causative morphemes like pag- and an- to the roots to derive 
transitives from instransitive roots in the lexical causatives, the two languages also 
allow iterating causatives by adding an extra causative morpheme. Travis calls this 
kind of causatives productive causatives. 
(17) Transitive (Malagasy) 
manitrika^ 'Y hide X, (Lexical Causative) 
mampanistrikaio ‘乙 make Y hide X, (Productive Causative) 
In (17), there are two causative morphemes {an-) with the intervening 
morpheme -/- attached to the root sitrika. 
In Tagalog, the iteration of causatives involves the deletion of one of the causative 
9 There are some phonological idiosyncracies in Malagasy. When a lexical causative ending in a 
nasal is placed adjacent to a consonant, the nasal takes the place of articulation of the consonant. This 
process is called fusion. In manitrika, fusion occurs when man and the root sithk combines. The rule 
is as follows: 
i. n + s = n 
ii. man + sitrik = manitrika 
10 -amp- is equal to the causative morpheme an- plus an intervening morpheme -/-. 
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morphemes, thus making the process less observable: 
(18) a. Stem: sumama ‘X go with Z’ 
Productive Causative: magpasama^ ^ ‘W make X go with Z’ 
b. Stem: magsama ‘Y bring along X’ 
Productive Causative: papagsamahin 'W make Y bring along X' 
Note that rather than generating the form 'magpapagsama' for the iterated 
causative of'magsama', in 'magpasama', one pag- is absent. 
In AT form, only the former (i.e. productive) causative shows up, while in Theme 
Topic (TT) form, the later (i.e. lexical) causative shows up, as summarized in (19): 
(19) a. AT form: magpasama 'W make Y bring along X' 
m + pag + pa + ？? + sama 
AT + PCi2+ E + LC + root 
b. TT form: papagsamahin 'Y be made to bring along X' 
？? + pa + pag + sama + in 
PC + E + LC + root + TT 
As predicted, in lexical causatives, where only one causative morpheme is 
involved, the TT form is characterized by the absence of pag-: 
(20) a. AT form: pagsama ‘X brings along Y' 
b. TT form: samahin ‘ Y is brought about by X' 
？? + sama + in 
LC + root + TT 
Travis accounts for the complementary distribution of pag- and the agent by 
‘‘-pagpa- is the causative morpheme pag- plus the intervening morpheme pa-. Fusion occurs when 
the AT morphology m- is attached to the causative morpheme pag-. Hence, instead of mpagpasama, we 
get magpasama. 
12 According to Travis, the abbreviations PC, LC and E in the examples correspond to Productive 
Causative, Lexical Causative and morphemes occupying the non-lexical projection E(vent) respectively. 
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claiming that pag- is not realized when the agent is left in place (i.e. within the VP). 
She proposed that the morphemes pag- and an- are at the head position of the upper V 
of the double VP structure, and the intervening morphemes, i.e. -pa- and -f- are at the 
head of a non-lexical projection E(vent) P'^ which appears above the upper VP in a 
double VP structure: 
(21)a. VPl b. VPl 
八 A 
NP V' NP V' 
I 八 八 
t V EP V EP 
I 八 I A 
pag- E VP2 0 E VP2 
I 八 I A 
pa- NP V, pa- NP V' 
V t V 
0 pag-
The representation of a productive (i.e. iterated) causative predicate is as follows: 
13 Travis argues elsewhere (Travis 1994，2000b) that this EP is non-lexical as it contains a closed class 
of items. It is non-functional as it can serve as an intermediate landing site for a lexical head moving to 
another lexical head position. As its main function is to bind an event variable (in the sense of 
Higginbotham 1985)，she calls this projection, as well as the Aspect Phrase that will be introduced below, 
binding categories. She also suggests that E, having scope over the whole event, might be used to take 

















Travis further argues that there is another non-lexical category'^ between the two 
VPs, which she terms Aspect. Aspect is used to refer to viewpoint a well as situation 
aspect (cf. Smith 1997)，as 'both of these notions of aspect have scope only over the 
resulting state subevent.' (Travis 2000a: 171) So the Asp(ect) P is placed above the 
inner VP. However, Travis believes that the central role of the Aspect projection is 
situation rather than viewpoint aspect as only those elements within VP2 (i.e. internal 
arguments that may affect the aspectual class of a predicate) are involved, in the spirit 
of Tenny (1987，1994). In her subsequent work (2002b), she claims that 'morphemes 
in Asp will most commonly be responsible for determining the existence of the 
14 The PP complement o f V 2 is a result or goal phrase, according to Travis (2000a). 
15 Travis treated the inner aspect projection as a functional category in her earlier work (Travis 1992). 
Later she acknowledges that such treatment runs into serious problems because of the existence of 
improper movement from a lexical head to a functional head back to a lexical head as verb movement 
proceeds, following Y-F. Li (1990). She then modifies the status of this category, together with E, and 
calls them Binding Categories (Travis 1994). 
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endpoint or telicity of an event.' (p. 181). She draws evidence from Kalagan, another 
WMP language, which has topic phrases occuring between the agent and the theme 
arguments. This observation supports the existence of a projection within the VPs. 
She further argues that in Tagalog, reduplication of the root is necessary to denote inner 
(completive) aspect: ^^  
(23) a. nagtutumba ‘push (imperfective)' 
n + m + pag + RED + V 
aspect 1 + TM + pag + aspect2 + V imperfective 
b. Nagtutumba ang mag bata ng halaman 
pst.pag.RED.push nom PL child ACC plant 
‘The children were pushing the plant over.' 
(23 a) shows the decomposition of morphemes for the imperfective form of push. 
The reduplication on the root tumba is between the causative morpheme pag- and the 
root, indicating that there is an extra projection in between the causative VI and the 
root. The reduplicated form shows that the event is imcomplete, therefore indicating 
imperfective aspect. (23b) is a sentence where one can find the occuratice of the 
imperfective verb Nagrutumba ‘push’. 
Travis claims that such reduplicated element is located at the head of the AspP. 
16 As standardly assumed, the imperfective belongs to viewpoint aspect. The fact seems to run counter 
to Travis' claim that the Tagalog reduplicated morpheme represents inner situation aspect. But Travis 
points out that a verb in the imperfective aspect, while implying that there is a natural endpoint to an 
accomplishment, makes no claims concerning the eventual arrival at that natural endpoint. (Travis 2000a: 
170-1) What matters here is the existence of an endpoint in the event structure of the predicate. So it is 
reasonable to assume that the language grammaticalizes the actual realization of an endpoint through the 
inner aspectual node, as the endpoint exists inherent in the event structure of the accomplishment 
predicate regardless of its actual realization. 
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Outer aspect, which deals with whether the event has started, is represented by the 












Theme V PP 
Root Goal/Result 
According to Travis, the upper VP of a Larsonian VP structure indicates a 
prolonged process while the lower VP signifies a final state, which may or may not be 
reached. Travis claims that situation aspect, rather than viewpoint aspect, is the 
primary or central role of the AspR AspP involves only elements within the lower VP， 
as it has long been observed that internal arguments have paramount effects on the 
aspectual class of the predicate (Tenny 1987，1994, Mourelatos 1981, Dowty 1991 
Verkuyl 1972, 1993, Krifka 1992，Filip 1999，among others) and only affected 
arguments can be delimiters of the event. 口 In other words, AspP has scope only over 
17 Cross-linguistic evidence of this claim abounds: in Scottish Gaelic, only affected arguments move to 
the specifier of AspP which mediates between IP and VP (Ramchand 1997); in Chinese, only affected 
objects can appear in the preverbal ba position (Cheng 1988，Sybesma 1992, 1999)，and in Hindi, only 
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the final state. 
Travis captured the representation of telicity in syntax by proposing the projection 
AspP. With both accomplishments and achievements being telic predicates, what 
distinguishes them, as Travis argues, is the base position of their external arguments 
and the complexity of the VP. External arguments of accomplishments, as Travis 
claims, are housed at [Spec, VPl] while those of achievements at the specifier position 
of a [+telic] AspP. Simple atelic verbs in Malagasy, once telicized by the morpheme 
maha-, assigns theta-role to an extra non-volitional cause external argument at [Spec, 
AspP]. 
(25) a. Tsara ny trano 
beautiful the house 
‘The house is beautiful.' 
b. Mahatsara ny trano ny voninkano 
pres.a.hk.beautiful the house the flowers 
‘The flowers make the house beautiful.' 
c. * Mahatsara ny trano Rabe 
pres.a.ha.beautiful the house Rabe 
‘Rabe makes the house beautiful.' 
(25a) has a stative predicate with the root tsara 'beautiful' indicating the state of 
the house. In (25b), with the addition of maha- to the root, the predicate becomes 
telic and an extra cause argument ny voninkano ‘the flowers' is added. Note that the 
cause argument introduced by maha- is non-volitional. (25c) indicates that a 
specific objects of perfectives move to [Spec, AgroP] to check structural Case (Mahajan 1991). 
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1 fi 
volitional cause, like Rabe, cannot be licensed by maha-. 
Maha- can be further decomposed into m-a-ha, with m- being the AT morpheme, 
a- the stative morpheme, and ha- the telic morpheme ^ ^ that is used to change nouns 
into adjectives. As ha- marks telicity, it is placed at the head of AspP, whose Spec is 











ha-[Heiic] NP V2' 
I 八 
theme V2 PP 
In Malagasy, there are some atelic roots with the atelic prefixes man- or mi- but 
will have an achievement reading with maha-: 
(27) a. mijery 'to look at' (atelic) 
mahajery 'to notice' (telic) 
b. mandinika 'to examine' (atelic) 
mahadinika ‘to remark' (telic) 
18 According to Travis (2000a), (25c) can be grammatical if Rabe beautifies the house by his presence 
alone (like flowers). It cannot mean that he actively does something that causes the house to become 
beautiful. 
19 Phillips (2000) suggests that ha- is an overt realization of the aspectual operator BECOME, in the 
sense of Dowty (1979). 
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Travis shows that an achievement has three parts: the root which describes a final 
state, the morpheme ha- ensures telicity, and the morpheme a- indicates a state?^ 
With the placement of non-volitional external arguments of achievements at [Spec, 
AspP], all the arguments of an achievements predicate, including inchoatives and 
transitives of change of state, are discharged within the domain of the AspP. 
Travis claims that '[b]y having the external argument discharged in the [Spec, 
Asp], a syntactic distinction can be made between states and achievements on the one 
hand (while states are comprised only of the lower VP) 21 and activities and 
accomplishments on the other hand.' (2000a: 181) 
Travis offers a comprehensive and interesting account of how event structure is 
represented in syntax. 
2.5 Slabakova (2001) 
Slabakova reviewed some of the frameworks related to event structure in syntax. 
She adopts a syntactic approach that integrates the verbs' lexical semantics. The 
event type and the interpretation of the event are determined by the syntactic 
representation of the functional categories dominating VP. Calculation of telicity is 
due to an AspP projection that denotes change of state. Telicity is computed 
compositionally based on a lexical semantic feature of the verb and a structural feature 
of the direct object. According to Slabakova, the lexical feature [telic] is responsible 
for constraining the syntactic calculation of the telicity value. Some verbs are 
20 Travis points out this fact is an interesting correspondence with Vendler's and other aspectologists’ 
claim that states pattern with achievements. 
21 See Slabakova (2001) for a similar claim. 
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specified for the plus or minus value of the feature [telic] in the lexicon, while others 
are not. Among those that are specified are state and achievement verbs, with the 
former marked as [-telic] and the latter [+telic]. Other verbs (accomplishments and 
activities) are underspecified for the feature, or have an [a telic] value. Therefore, 
predicates with [a telic] value inherit their telicity value from the nominal feature of the 
direct object. Inherently [+telic] (i.e. achievement) predicates are structurally 
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In (28), the verb is specified for [+telic] value. When the verb moves to AspP to 
check accusative Case on the object, which moves to [Spec, AspP], the aspectual 
22 
interpretation of the whole predicate is calculated as telic, regardless of the [SQA] 
status of the object. The [SQA] feature of the object seems to be overrun by the 
lexical feature of the verb. 
For accomplishments, the [+SQA] nature of the object telicizes the whole 
predicate: 








J ^ spec Asp, 
[+SQA] 
f Asp VP 
[+telic] 
个 DP(object) V , 
I 
V 
[ a telic] 
I 
In (29), the objects are [+SQA]. They are able to impose this feature on the 
verbs and the aspectual interpretation is telic. The verb will move to the upper V head 
to pick up a null CAUSE morpheme, which imparts agentivity to the whole verb 
phrase. 
Unlike accomplishments, an activity is an atelic event that is homogeneous in 
nature. Direct objects in activities, if present, are unquantized: 
(30) a. Sophia drank red wine. 
b. Edmond ate strawberries. 
c. Miranda ran in the garden. 
Activity verbs bear the feature [a telic]. If their direct objects are [-SQA], the 












V [a telic] 
Verbs of imparting motion (in the sense of Tenny (1987, 1994)) like push and 
drive are simply marked in the lexicon with the feature [-telic]. Due to their lexical 
feature [-telic], there is no homomorphism between the verb and the object denotations 
(cf. Krifka 1992), that is, the type of the predicate (i.e. accomplishment or achievement) 
is not affected by the [SQA] status of the verb. 
2.6 An evaluation 
Having looked at the proposals of Borer (1994，1998), Ritter and Rosen (1998, 
2000), Travis (1992, 1994, 2000a, 2000b) and Slabakova (2001), we would argue for 
Travis's proposal. Travis' structural representation of event is superior in that it 
observes the Condition of Chain Uniformity by Y-F. Li (1990) and it encodes aspectual 
features in binding categories rather than in functional categories, as Borer, Ritter and 
Rosen do. Also, Travis differentiates the syntax of accomplishments and 
achievements by claiming that in achievements, all the arguments are discharged within 
the domain of the Aspect Phrase while in accomplishments, the external argument is 
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located at [Spec, VPl]. The existence of an upper VP ensures a prolonged causing 
process. In Travis' model, arguments are mapped onto distinct syntactic positions 
according to their semantic properties. Volitional agents are at [Spec, VPl]. 
Non-volitional causers are lower in the structure and they occupy [Spec, AspP]. This 
is a logical representation because agentivity entails causativity, but not vice versa. 
The affected argument is at [Spec, VP2] and goal / result phrases are at complement of 
lower V，. Aspectual information such as telicity and durativity is encoded in syntax 
in an organized manner. Slabokova (2001) manages to capture the interaction of the 
features [telic] and [SQA] in syntax by suggesting that the [telic] feature borne by the 
verb can be specified or remain unspecified in the lexicon. This treatment can help 
account for the failure of some direct objects to alter the aspectual interpretation of the 
predicate by imposing their [SQA] values to it. However, we argue against 
Slabakova's approach in that the existence of a [-telic] Aspect Phrase is not clear. The 
movement of the object of activity verbs and those of verbs of imparting motions 
(pw5/z-type verbs) is dubious as it remains unclear why the object should move to check 
a feature with a minus value. As we shall see later in Chapter 3, word order facts in 
Cantonese provide a piece of evidence against the presence of an Aspect Phrase in 
atelic predicates. 
We argue against the purely predicate-driven approach to the mapping of 
arguments, as what Borer and Ritter and Rosen propose. Ignoring the role played by a 
verb's lexical semantics in argument mapping is unsatisfactory, as we have seen in 




In this chapter，we have introduced the works of four authors that state explicitly 
the semantic information about subevent structure is incorporated in syntax and the 
complexity of syntactic representation is a direct reflection of aspectual structure. We 
argue for the proposal made by Travis (1992, 1994，2000a, 2000b). In Chapter 3，we 
shall see if these models, in particular the outlined by Travis, are applicable to 
Cantonese, which is the target language of our investigation. 
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Chapter Three: Telicity in Cantonese -
Word Order in Telic and Atelic Predicates 
3.1 Introduction 
In this chapter, we will present evidence for the different syntactic representations 
for telic and atelic predicates in Cantonese. Cantonese is chosen as the target of our 
investigation because of its richness in the representation of telicity. After a brief 
introduction of viewpoint (grammatical) aspect and situational aspect of the language, 
we will investigate the position of the object relative to duration phrases in predicates 
of different situation types and we argue that, in telic predicates, there exists a 
projection 'Aspect Phrase' (AspP) above the lower VP of the Larsonian double VP 
structure. It is responsible for checking the [+telic] feature and yielding a delimited 
interpretation, as what Travis (1992, 1994, 2000a, b) claims. 
3.1 J Cantonese: an overview 
The Yue dialects, being one of the major dialects in China, are popularly known as 
the Cantonese dialects and are spoken in Guangdong and Guangxi, in the area around 
the southernmost point in the curve of the South China coastline (Ramsey 1987: 98). 
The language is also widely spoken in cities neighbouring Guangdong, namely. Hong 
Kong and Macau. Apart from areas within China, varieties of Cantonese are being 
used in Chinese communities in Southeast Asia and North America. (Matthews and Yip 
1994 :2) The present study targets Cantonese spoken in Hong Kong. 
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3.1.2 Viewpoint aspect in Cantonese 
Unlike Mandarin, whose viewpoint aspect is mainly represented by the three 
aspect suffixes -le, -zhe and —guo, Cantonese viewpoint aspect is specified by a far 
richer variety of aspect suffixes (cf. Chappell 1992, Cheung 1972, Matthews and Yip 
1994, Yuan et al. 1989，Zhan 2002, Zhang 1996，among others). Seven viewpoint 
aspectual categories can be identified in Cantonese, namely, perfective, experiential, 
progressive, continuous, delimitative, habitual and inchoative? 
1) Perfective: -zo2 
The perfective suffix -zo2 is basically used to report an event seen as a whole or 
completed. The three usages of the suffix are identified as follows (Matthews and Yip 
1994: 204): 
a) resultative 
(1) Ngo5 gaa3 eel waai6-zo2.^ (我架車壞佐） 
I CL car broken-PFV 
'My car has broken down.' (from Matthews and Yip 1994, p.204) 
b) reporting past events 
(2) Ngo2 sik6-zo2 faan6. (我食佐飯） 
I eat-PFV rice 
‘I have eaten.' 
c) expressing a period of time up to now including the present 
‘ F o r different characterization of aspectual categories in Cantonese, see Cheung (1972) and Kwok 
(1971). 
2 Cantonese romanizations in this study follow the Linguistic Society of Hong Kong Cantonese 
Romanization Scheme. Tones are represented as follows: 1: high level; 2: high rising; 3: mid-level; 4. 
low falling; 5: low rising and 6: low level. 
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(3) Nei5 dei6 git3-zo2 fanl gei2 noi6 a? (你馳結佐婚幾耐呀?） 
you-PL marry-PFV how long PRT 
‘How long have you been married?' (from Matthews and Yip 1994，p.205) 
2) Experiential: -gwo3 
Gwo3 suggests experience, or something that has occurred 'at least once before' 
(Matthews and Yip: 1997: 206): 
(4) Ngo5 gin3-gwo3 hung4 mauul. (我見過熊猫） 
I see-EXP panda 
'I have seen pandas., 
Gwo3 can be differentiated from -zo2 in that the former indicates an event with a 
result that holds in the present, while the latter does not: 
(5) Siu2 Ming4 heoi3-gwo3 jat6 bun2. (小明去過日本） 
Siu Ming go-EXP Japan 
'Siu Ming has been to Japan.' 
(6) Siu2 Ming4 heoi3-zo2 jat6 bim2. (小明去佐曰本） 
Siu Ming go-PFV Japan 
'Siu Ming has gone to Japan.' 
In (5), the experiential suffix -gwo3 indicates that the result of the event is no 
longer present, which means, Siu Ming is not in Japan now. However, in (6), with the 
perfective suffix -zo2, the result of the event still holds. So it implies that Siu Ming is 
still in Japan at the moment. 
Gwo3 is also used to describe something happening in an indefinite past time. 
The notion of experience is not directly applicable if the subject is not human 
(Matthews and Yip 1994: 206): 
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(7) Hou2 ci3 lok6-gwo3 jyu5 wo3. (好似落過雨嗎） 
seem fall-EXP rain PRT 
‘It seems to have rained.' (Matthews and Tip 1994, p.206) 
3) Progressive: -gan2 
The progressive suffix -gan2 applies to activities described as on-going and 
dynamic that change over time (Matthews and Yip: 1994: 202): 
(8) Siu2 Ming4 daa2-gan2 laam4 kau4. (小明打緊籃球） 
Siu Ming play-PROG basketball 
'Siu Ming is playing basketball.' 
4) Continuous: -zyu6 
Zyu6 is used to describe continuous activities or states without change. It is 
closely associated with verbs that denote continuous, non-dynamic activities or states 
(Matthews and Yip: 202): 
(9) Gaanl ukl deui3-zyu6 go3 hoi2. (間屋對住個海） 
CL house face-CONT CL sea 
‘The house faces the sea.' (Matthews and Yip 1994，p.203) 
(10) Keoi5 lingl-zyu6 Go3 doi2. (佢怜住個袋） 
S/he carry-CONT CL bag 
'She is carrying a bag.' 
(9) and (10) denote continuous state and activity respectively. 
5) Delimitative: -haa5 or [V - (Jatl 'one') - V f 
3 Cheung (1972) does not count -haa5 as an aspect suffix because it can co-occur with the aspect 
suffix -gyvo3, unlike other aspect suffixes that are complementary in distribution: 
(i) KeoiS duk6-gwo3-haa5 jingl man2. (佢讀過吓英文） 
S/he study-EXP-DEM English 
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-Haa5 or [V - { j a t l 'one')- V] has the tentative meaning 'do ... for a while' or 
'have a ...,. It is typically used with verbs denoting activities, with or without an 
object (Matthews and Yip 1994: 208): 
(11) a. Ngo5 soeng2 tai2-haa5 jil sungl. (我想蹄吓醫生） 
I want see-DEM doctor 
‘I want to see a doctor.， 
b. Batl ju4 neiS si3-(jatl)-si3 nil tiu4 fu3. (不如你試(一)試呢條褲） 
Let you try-one-try this CL trousers 
‘Try this pair of trousers on.’ 
6) Habitual: -hoil 
The suffix -hoil denotes a habitual, customary activity (Matthews and Yip 1994: 
209): 
(12) Ngo5 daap3-hoil baal si2. (我搭開巴士） 
I take-HAB bus 
‘I usually take the bus.’ 
7) Inchoative: -hei2(soeng5)lei4 
The inchoative suffix -hei2(soeng5)lei4 indicates an event that starts to happen: 
(13) Keoi5 haam3- hei2(soeng5)lei4. (佢喊起(上)喫） 
S/he cry-INC 
‘S/he started to cry.' 
Other suffixes with aspectual meaning abound, some of which are: -saai3 ‘all,, 
‘S/he has studied English for a while.' 
Rather, he treats -haa5 or [V - (jatl ‘one,) - V] as a verbal suffix. This study will follow 
Matthew and Yip (1997), and subsume the suffix -haa5 (and its equivalent [V -yaf /Cone') - V ] ) under 
the category 'delimitative', because of its ability to change the aspectual meaning of the predicate. 
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-maai4, - faanl, and -canl. 
8) saaiS 
Saai3, meaning 'all, completely', is a verbal suffix with universal quantifying 
function (Lee 1996). It is affects the aspectual make-up of a predicate. The elements 
that saai3 relates to must be definite, either plural or singular but divisive (cf. Au 
Yeung 1998, Lee 1994, Tang 1996): 
(14)a. Ngo5 sik6-saai3 go2 saaml go3 cang2. (我食哂嗰三個橙） 
I eat-all that Three CL orange 
‘I have eaten those three oranges.' 
b. Ngo5 tai2-saai3 go2 bun2 syul. (我蹄哂嗰本書） 
I read-all that CL book 
‘I have read the whole book.' 
In (14a) go2 saaml go3 cang2 'those three oranges' is definite and plural, so it is 
compatible with saai3. Although go2 bun2 syul 'that book' in (14b) is singular, it is 
decomposable into different pages. As a result, it can be compatible with -saai3. 
In most cases, -saai3 associates with the direct object of the predicate. In 
intransitive predicates, it chooses the subject, given the subject is plural in number: 
(15) Baanl sai3 lou6 fan3-saai3. (班細路瞓哂） 
CL children sleep-all 
'The children are all sleeping.. 
In (15), there is no object for -saai3 to associate with as the predicate is 
intransitive. So -saaiS selects the subject which is plural in number. 
9) maai4 
Maai4, a verbal suffix used to express inclusive focus (Lee 1996), has the meaning 
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of ‘in addition' or ‘along, and it can modify the subject of an intransitive or the object 
of a transitive verb (Matthews and Yip 1994: 223): 
(16) a. Siu2 Ming4 heoi3-maai4 gungl jyun2. (小明去埋公園） 
Siu Ming go-PRT park 
‘Sill Ming also went to the park.' 
b. Siu2 Ming4 sik6-maai4 go2 jatl gin6 daan6 gol. (小明食埋嗰件蛋糕） 
Siu Ming eat-PRT CL one CL cake 
‘Siu Ming ate that piece of cake, too.' 
10) faanl 
The verbal particle -faanl means ‘back’ or ‘in return' (Matthews and Yipl994: 
213): 
(17) Luo2-faanl zil batl. (攞番支筆） 
Take-back CL pen 
'Take the pen back.' 
It may indicate resumption of an activity or a return to a state which has been 
interrupted (Matthews and Yip 1994: 214): 
(18) Siu2 Ming4 hok6-faanl jau4 seoi2. (小明學番游水） 
Siu Ming leam-back swimming 
'Siu Ming learns swimming again.' 
8) canl 
Canl is a language specific verbal suffix which is used to denote activities that 
brings an adverse resultant state to the subject or object of a predicate (Gu and Yip 
2000). When the predicate is transitive, it modifies the object and indicates that the 
object is adversatively affected: 
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(19) Siu2 Ming4 dit3-canl zek3 sau2. (小明跌親隻手） 
Siu Ming break-PRT CL arm 
‘Siu Ming broke his arm.' 
Canl can also modify subjects being affected in intransitive predicates: 
(20) Siu2 Ming4 laang5-canl. (小明冷親） 
Siu Ming cold-PRT 
'Siu Ming caught a cold.' 
The predicate with -canl can demonstrate causative / imaccusative alternation, as 
in (21a) and (21b): 
(21) a. Siu2Koeng4 haak3-canl Siu2 Ming4. (小強觀小明） 
Siu Keong scare-PRT Siu Ming 
'Siu Keong scared Siu Ming.’ 
b. Siu2 Ming4 haak3-canl. (小明幌） 
Siu Ming scare-PRT 
'Siu Ming got scared.' 
3.1.3 Situation types in Cantonese 
Basing on the temporal features [土dynamic], [±durative] and [土telic] used by 
Smith (1997), the four situation types observed by Vendler (1967), i.e. states, activities, 
accomplishments and achievements, together with the fifth type observed by Smith, i.e. 
semelfactive, are all found in Cantonese: 
a) States 
States are non-dynamic situations without any change over time: 
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(22) Siu2 Ming4 zimgl ji3 coeng3 gol. (小明鐘意唱歌） 
Siu Ming like singing 
'Siu Ming likes singing.' 
b) Activities 
Activities are atelic, durative events which can span for some time: 
(23) Siu2 Ming4 daa2-ganl laam4 kou4. (小明打緊籃球） 
Siu Ming play-DUR basketball 
'Siu Ming is playing basketball.' 
c) Accomplishments 
Accomplishments are telic, durative situations made up of a pre-existing process 
and an outcome. Cantonese, as Mandarin, does not have single verbs that denote 
accomplishments, which are complex events with subevent structure. 
Accomplishments in Cantonese can be represented in the form of the following: 
1) An [+ADD TO] verb plus an [+SQA] object: 
(24) a. Siu2 Ming4 sik6-zo2 jatl go3 ping4 gwol (小明食佐一個蘋果） 
Siu Ming eat-PER one CL apple 
'Siu Ming ate an apple.' 
2) the pretransitive4 zoengl construction 
(25) Siu2 Ming4 zoengl bun2-syul dain2-zo2. (小明將本書揼佐） 
Siu Ming zoeng CL-book throw-PER 
'Siu Ming threw the book away.' 
4 Following Cheung (1992), we call the Cantonese equivalent of the /^^-construction, i.e. the 
zoengZ-construction, pretransitive. The term pretransitive is used by Chao (1968) to refer to the 
Mandarin Z?a-construction. 
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3) verbs with quantifying suffixes like saai3 and maai4 
(26) a. Siu2 Ming4 zou6-saai3 di lin6 zaap6. (小明做哂ti的練習） 
Siu Ming do-all CL exercises 
‘Siu Ming did all the exercises.’ 
b. Siu2 Ming4 dam2-maai4 gin6 sutl saaml. (小明揼埋件恤衫） 
Siu Ming throw-PRT CL shirt 
‘Siu Ming threw the shirt, too.’ 
4) the resultative W-dou3 construction 
(27) Siu2 Ming4 coeng3-dou3 baa2 sengl sal-zo2. (小明唱到把聲沙佐） 
Siu Ming sing-EXT CL voice hoarse 
'Siu Ming sang and his voice became hoarse.' 
5) sentence with directional complement 
(28) Siu2 Ming4 paau2-zo2 heoi3 saal taanl. (小明跑佐去沙灘） 
Siu Ming mn-PER to beach 
'Siu Ming ran to the beach.， 
Apart from volitional agents, accomplishments can also be initiated by a 
non-volitional causer: 
(29) Coeng4 fo2 siul-dou3 go3 saml lam4 gwongl-saai3. 
CL-fire bum-EXT CL forest bare-all 
'The fire burnt the whole forest.' (場火燒到個森林光晒） 
d) Achievements 
Achievements are instantaneous changes of state: 
(30) Siu2 Ming4 zong6 dou2 Siu2 Yanl. (小明撞到小茵） 
Siu Ming run into Siu Yan 
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'Siu Ming ran into Siu Yan.' 
Unlike accomplishments, whose subjects are volitional agents or non-volitional 
causers, the subjects of achievements are non-volitional. 
The fifth situation type observed by Smith (1997), i.e. semelfactive, is also found 
in Cantonese: 
e) Semelfactives 
Semelfactives are atelic events that are instantaneous: 
(31) Siu2 Ming4 katl-zo2 sing4 maanS. (小明咳佐成晚） 
Siu Ming cough-PER whole night 
'Siu Ming coughed for the whole night.' 
A single stance of cough is instantaneous in nature. No change of state occurs. 
The durative adverbial induces an iterative meaning. Thus (31) doesn't mean Siu 
Ming produced a single cough that last for a whole night, but within one hour Siu Ming 
coughed repeatedly. 
3.2. The position of the object relative to the duration phrase 
In this section, we are going to look into the difference of word order in different 
situation types. In particular, we will investigate the order of duration / frequency 
phrases and objects in atelic events, i.e. activities, and in telic events i.e. achievements 
and accomplishments. 
3.2.1 A telic events: activities 
It is observed that in Cantonese, duration phrases) and frequency phrases have 
5 This study concerns duration phrases that are postverbal, which are equivalent to the English ‘for X 
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different distributions with respect to the aspectual class of the predicates. Consider: 
(32) a. Siu2 Yanl tan4-zo2 jatl go3 zungl tau4 kam4. (小茵彈佐一個鐘頭琴） 
Siu Yan play-PER one CL hour piano 
'Siu Yan played the piano for an hour.' 
b.* Siu2Yanl tan4-zo2 kam4 jatl go3 zungl tau4. (*小茵彈佐琴一個鐘頭） 
Siu Yan play-PER piano one CL hour 
(33) a. Siu2 Ming4 tai2-zo2 jatl ci3 jin2 coengS wui2.(小明蹄佐一次演唱會） 
Siu Ming read-PER one time concert 
'Siu Ming went to a concert once.' 
b.* Siu2 Ming4 tai2-zo2 jin2 coeng3 wui2 jatl ci3 (*小明蹄佐演唱會一次） 
Siu Ming read-PER concert one time 
(34) a. Siu2 Ming4 tai2-zo2 jatl go3 zungl tau4 neil bun2 syu4. 
Siu Ming read-PER one CL hour This CL book 
‘Siu Ming read this book for an hour.' (小明蹄佐一個鐘頭呢本書） 
b. Siu2 Ming4 tai2 zo2 neil bun2 syu4 jatl go3 zungl tau4. 
Siu Ming read-finish this CL book one CL hour 
‘Siu Ming read this book for an hour.' (小明蹄佐呢本書一個鐘頭） 
In an atelic event, the duration phrase precedes the direct objects it modifies，if the 
latter is a non-referential bare N P , When the direct object is placed before the duration 
time'. Preverbal duration phrases in Cantonese (or in Mandarin Chinese) are frame adverbials 'in X 
time' which is compatible with events with logical culminations (He 1995). Also, preverbal duration 
phrases are definite in reference (Li 1987). Preverbal duration phrases like zai yi xiao shi nei 'in an 
hour' are used as diagnostic test for telicity. 
6 See Tang (1994) for the same observation in Mandarin. 
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phrase, it would result in ungrammaticality, as the (b) sentences of (32) and (33) 
exemplify. When the direct objects are definite in reference，both orders are 
legitimate, as shown in (34a) and (34b). 
In addition to bare NPs and definite NPs, duration phrase can co-occur with direct 
objects that are indefinite but specific in reference: 
(35) a. Siu2 Ming4 tai2-zo2 jatl bun2 syu4 yat4 go3 zungl tau4. 
Siu Ming read-PER one CL book one CL hour 
‘Siu Ming read a book for an hour.' (小明蹄佐一本書一個鐘動 
It should be noted that when the direct object is a specific NP, the direct object 
must precede the duration phrase, otherwise, ungrammaticality results: 
(36) * Siu2 Ming4 tai2-zo2 jatl go3 zungl tau4 yat4 bun2 syu4. 
Siu Ming read-PER one CL hour one CL book 
(*小明蹄佐一個鐘頭一本書） 
Telic events: achievements and accomplishments 
In telic events, duration phrases are quite distinct in distribution: 
(37) a. Siu2 Koeng4 faat3 jin6-zo2 go3 bei3 mat6 saaml jat6. 
Siu Keung discover-PER CL secret three day 
‘It has been three days since Siu Keung discovered the secret.' 
(小強發現佐個秘密三日） 
b.* Siu2 Koeng4 faat3 jin6-zo2 saaml jat6 go3 bei3 mat6. 
Siu Keung discover-PER three day CL secret 
(*小強發現三日個秘密） 
(38) a. Siu2 Ming4 dou3-zo2 jat6 bun2 saaml jat6. (小明到佐日本三曰） 
Siu Ming arrive-PER Japan three day 
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‘It has been three days since Siu Ming arrived in Japan.' 
b.* Siu2 Ming4 dou3-zo2 saaml jat6 jat6 bun2. (*小明到佐三日日本） 
Siu Ming arrive-PER three day Japan 
(39) a. Siu2 Koeng4 jimS hung4-zo2 dil tau4 faat3 saaml jat6. 
Siu Koeng dye red-PER CL hair three day 
'It has been three days since Siu Koeng dyed his hair read.' 
(小強染紅佐啦頭髮三曰） 
b.* Siu2 Koeng4 jim5 hung4-zo2 saaml jat6 dil tau4 faat3. 
Siu Koeng dye red -PER three day CL hair 
小強染紅佐三日咖頭髮） 
(40) a. Siu2 Koeng4 da2 laan6-zo2 zek3 coengl saaml jat6. 
Siu Koeng hit broke-PER CL window three day 
'It has been three days since Siu Koeng broke the window.' 
(小強打爛佐隻窗三曰） 
b.* Siu2 Koeng4 da2 laan6-zo2 saaml jat6 zek3 coengl. 
Siu Koeng hit broke-PER three day CL window 
(*小強打爛三日隻窗） 
In telic events, duration phrases are sentence-final and they cannot occur before 
their direct objects. The reverse ordering would yield ungrammatical sentences, as in 
the (b) sentences of (37) to (40). 
Now consider accomplishments. Like achievements, duration phrases in 
accomplishments come after the direct object: 
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(41) Baanl fei2 tou4 zoengl go3 jau5 cin2 lou2 gam3 gu3-zo2 saaml jat6. 
CL kidnappers zoengl CL rich man imprison PER three day 
‘The kidnappers imprisoned the rich man for three days.' 
(班匪徒將個有錢偖禁錮佐三曰） 
The pretransitive zoengl construction denotes an accomplishment. Saamljat6 
'three days' refers to the duration of the event gam3 gu3 'imprison'. Once again, 
the durative adverbial is sentence final. 
After looking at the different distribution of duration phrases in activities, 
achievements and accomplishments, we can come to the descriptive generalization in 
(42): 
(42) Basically, with an atelic predicate, i.e. activity, the duration phrase precedes or 
follows the direct object, depending on the referentiality of the object; in a telic 
predicate, i.e. accomplishment and achievement, the duration phrase follows the 
direct object and is sentence-final, except in the pretransitive where the object is 
preposed. 
3.3 Towards an explanation 
Interestingly, the position of the duration phrase would give rise to different 
interpretations if the verb is followed by jyun4 ‘finish’，a resultative complement which 
signifies completion of an action: 
(43) a. Siu2 Yanl tan4-jyun4 jatl go3 zungl tau4 kam4.(小茵彈完一個鐘頭琴） 
Siu Yan play-fmish one CL hour piano 
'Siu Yan played the piano for an hour.. 
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b. Siu2 Yanl tan4-jyim4 kam4 jatl go3 zungl tau4.(小茵彈完琴一個鐘頭） 
Siu Yan play-finish piano one CL hour 
‘It has been an hour since Siu Yan finished playing the piano.' 
(44) a. Siu2 Ming4 duk6-jyun4 saaml nin4 daai6 hok6. (小明讀完三年大學） 
Siu Ming study-finish three year university 
‘Siu Ming finished his three-year university studies.' 
b. Siu2 Ming4 duk6-jyun4 daai6 hok6 saaml nin4. (小明讀完大學三年） 
Siu Ming study-finish university three year 
‘It has been three years since Siu Ming finished his university studies.’ 
Jyun4 'finish' can be suffixed to any activity verb to form telic resultative verbal 
compounds. In (43a) and (44a), the duration phrases refer to the duration of the 
activity. But in (43b) and (44b)，the duration phrase refers to the duration of the 
resultant state. Following Ernst (1987), we refer to the interpretation of the (a) 
sentences as 'Event Duration' (ED) interpretation and the (b) sentences as 'Since 
Completion of Event' (SCE) interpretation. 
3.3.1 ED and SCE interpretations 
Where does the difference between activities and achievements, and that between 
the ED and SCE interpretations come from? 
The different effect of duration phrases on activities and achievements can be 
accounted for by their difference in aspectual make-up/ in line with Pustejovsky's 
(1992) configurational event structure. Activities are on-going processes that are 
7 For discussions on the different interpretations induced by different kinds of verbs in Mandarin, see 
Ma (1981), Qin (2002) and Lu and Shen (2003). 
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open-ended, i.e. without a definite endpoint beyond which the event cannot go on. As 
an activity involves only one distinct predicate, no change of state is induced. Hence, 
the duration phrase can only quantify over the duration for which the activity takes 
place. Borrowing Pustejovsky's notation, (32a), repeated below as (45a), will be 
expressed as (45b): 
(45) a. Siu2Yanl tan4-zo2 jatl go3 zungl tau4 kam4. (小茵彈啦一個鐘頭琴） 
Siu Yan play-PER one CL hour piano 
'Siu Yan played the piano for an hour.' 




LCS: play (x) 
The situation tan4 kam4 ‘play the piano，is homogeneous in structure, ej and e„ 
represent the beginning and end of the situation. No change of state is involved. 
On the other hand, an achievement is an instantaneous change of state that 
involves virtually no duration. At the level of LCS, there is no cause operator (cf. 
Dowty 1979) explicitly represented. The only available operator is become. A 
duration phrase cannot quantify over the duration of the causing event because of its 
absence. It can only quantify over the duration for which the resultant state is 
achieved. An achievement, as seen in (38a) (repeated below as (46a)), can be 
represented as (46b): 
(46) a. Siu2 Ming4 dou3-zo2 jat6 bun2 saaml jat6. (小明到佐曰本三曰） 
Siu Ming arrive-PER Japan three day 
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'It has been three days since Siu Ming arrived in Japan.' 
b. ES: T 
P S [for three days (S)] 
LCS': [-| arrived(x)] [arrived(x)] 
LCS: become ([arrived (jc)]) 
In (46b), the situation is a transition which consists of a causing process and a 
resultant state (in the sense of Pustejovsky). The process component has only a very 
brief duration because achievements are instantaneous changes of state. So the 
duration phrase saaml Jat6 ‘three days' can only quantify over the state component, 
resulting in SCE interpretation. 
3.3.2 Base position of the object 
But how to account for the distribution of duration phrases in activities and 
accomplishments? Why can duration phrases occur before the object in activities but 
not before the object in accomplishments? 
We now look into the approach adopted by Tang (1990) because structures like (1) 
are also found in Mandarin. Tang (1990) offers a different proposal from A. Li's 
(1990) Case-theoretic approach, which claims that postverbal duration phrases, as 
non-subcategorized elements of the verb，are subjected to constraints like the Case 
Filter and directionality of case assignment.^ Instead, Tang argues that duration (as 
well as frequency) phrases are adjuncts that are licensed by V and projected under 














This structure correctly predicates the word order of (34b), repeated below as (48)， 
where the duration phrase occurs after the direct object. 
(48) Siu2 Ming4 tai2-zo2 neil bun2 syu4 jat6 go3 zungl tau4. 
Siu Ming read-PER this CL book one CL hour 
‘Siu Ming read this book for an hour.， （小明蹄佐呢本書一個鐘頭） 
However, direct objects with definite reference can follow the duration phrase. 
To account for this fact. Tang resorts to a functional approach by treating this kind of 
preceding direct objects as some sort of theme and the following duration phrase as 
rheme. Hence, sentences with indefinite objects, which are not generally treated as 
theme, followed by duration phrases are not acceptable, such as (49): 
9 The duration / frequency phrase cannot adjoin to VP by Merge because, according to Chomsky (1995), 
VP has a semantic role at LF and it is theta-related. Tang (2001:205) claims that adverbs can be 
base-adjoined only to recursive X, or maximal projections headed by the light verb of functional 
categories. 
10 The functional projection of PrP (predicate phrase), as adopted in Tang, is proposed by Bowers. For 
details, please refer to Bowers (1993). 
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(49)* Ta kan-le yi shao shi yi-ben shu. 
S/he read-PER one hour one-CL book 
The rheme-interpreted duration phrases are quantificational and indefinite: if the 
theme-interpreted direct objects are also indefinite, it is functionally difficult to process. 
Also, Tang suggests that in cases with the [duration phrase + direct object] order, 
the duration phrase tends to be reinterpreted at PF as that of numeral-classifier phrases 
and head nouns.“ 
(50) a. Ta mai-le yi-xiang [shu] 
S/he buy-PER one-CL book 
'S/he bought one box of books' 
b.* Ta mai-le [yi-xiang yi-zhong shu] 
S/he buy-PER one-CL one-CL book 
c. Ta mai-le [yi-xiang zhe-zhong shu] 
he buy-PER one-CL this-CL book 
'He bought one box of this kind of books.' 
The numeral-classifier sequence yi-xiang 'one box' can precede bare nouns and 
definite noun phrases, as shown in (50a) and (50c) respectively. Tang argues that 
though as adjuncts, duration phrases do not form a constituent with the subsequent 
direct objects，i2 (he [duration phrase + direct object] string tends to be understood as a 
combination of numeral-classifier and head noun. 
This functional approach is way from being satisfactory. It is unclear what the 
“Simi lar claim is also made by Sybesma (1999). 
12 Tang's argument is based on the fact that the duration / frequency phrase cannot be preposed together 
in topicalized object noun phrases and they cannot surface together as the 6a-object. (see Tang 1990: 
159-160) 
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mechanism which underlies the re-interpretation of [duration phrase + object] as 
[numeral-classifier + head noun] is because the event-modifying duration phrase and 
the numeral-classifier string belong to two distinct domains, namely, the verbal and the 
nominal domain, respectively. Tang's approach, however, sheds new light on the 
position of duration phrases by treating them as V, adjuncts. 
3.3.3 The syntax-semantics mismatch 
Huang (1994, 1997) offers another account for the derivation of the Mandarin 
equivalent of sentence like (32a) (=(45)). He notes that there exists a 
syntax-semantics mismatch in this kind of sentences. (32a) contains expressions of 
duration / frequency phrases that should be expressed by the verb phrase semantically. 
Syntactically, however, these expressions occur in constructions with a non-event 
denoting nominal. The duration phrases, being event quantifiers or measure phrases for 
verbs {dong Hang ci), do not occur in a syntactic position to modify their head verbs. 
On the other hand, the measure phrases quantify over the non-event denoting nouns 
they modify, behaving like measure phrases or nominal quantifiers {ming Hang ci). 
Huang proposes the structure (51b) for (51a): 
(51) a. Ta kan-le san tian shu 
S/he read-PER three day book 









[DO] Spec IVN] 
个 ^ ^ ^ 
I[+N] VP 
san tian V， 
[e] V NP 
• 
kan shu 
Huang suggests that in order to solve this mismatch, these sentences should be 
analyzed as involving a structure of gerundive nominalization and a process of 
verb-raising. The VP containing kan shu ‘read book' is embedded within a nominal 
clause IP, as a complement to the nominal I � . The VP kan shu 'read books, is part of 
the gerundive IP which is in turn embedded within an upper VP heading a phonetically 
null verb with semantic content meaning ‘DO,. ^^  The duration phrase san tian 'three 
13 Huang (1997) , following Dowty's (1979) predicate decomposition and Hale and Keyer's (1993) 
Lexical Relational Structure (i.e. the syntactically relevant part of the Lexical Conceptual Structure), 
suggests that the meaning of a verb may be decomposed into one or a small number of abstract 'pure 
verb meanings' and other idiosyncratic features that distinguish it from other verbs. Abstract pure 
verbs include DO, BECOME/OCCUR, BE/HOLD and CAUSE. Activity predicates, inchoative 
predicates, statives and causatives are embedded under DO, BECOME/OCCUR, BE/HOLD and CAUSE 
repectively (p.53). 
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days' locates at [Spec, IP [+N]] and it quantifies over the gerundive phrase. The verb 
kan ‘read’ acts as a verb within the lower VP taking the object shu ‘book’ and assigns 
Accusative Case to it. As the upper V, i.e. the ‘DO’ head is phonetically empty, the 
verb within the nominal clause IP raises successive-cyclically to fill it via the nominal 
I � . The surface order thus results. The mismatch is explained, as the duration phrase 
san Han ‘three days' quantifies over the nominal gerundive phrase. In this structure, 
the sentence means ‘he did three days of reading books.' 
Huang's account is more convincing than Tang's functional approach in that it 
captures the syntax-semantics mismatch by means of the postulation of verb raising and 
existence of a nominal gerundive IP embedded under an abstract pure verb DO. 
However, the movement of the verb from a lexical category to a functional category (1。） 
and back to a lexical category creates a non-uniform, 'sandwiched' chain, which is 
improper, according to Y-F. Li (1990). 
Another problem is related to the structural position of duration phrases. Huang 
notes that a possessive agent phrase can appear before the bare object NP, as in (52): 
(52) Ni zou ni-de yangguandao, wo zou wo-de dumuqiao. 
you walk your wide-avenue I walk my one-log-bridge 
(Lit.) ‘You walk your "Champse Elyses" and I cross my one-log-bridge.' 
Huang provides a unified account for the duration phrase and the possessive 
phrase preceding the bare NP by treating both of them as specifier of the nominalized 
IP which selects the VP. However, as Gu (1997: 127) notes，the two types of phrases 
can co-occur, with the duration phrase preceding the possessive agent phrase, 
indicating that they are at two distinct structural positions: 
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(53) Zheyangba, ni zai zou yi zhen ni-de yangguandao, wo ye zai 
This way you again walk one period your wide-avenue I also again 
zou yi zhen wo-de dumuqiao, kankan jieguo daodi ruhe 
walk one period my one-log-bridge see result exactly how 
(Lit.) ‘Say, you still walk your “Champse Elyses" for some time and I'll again take 
my bridge for some time. Then we'll see how the actual result will be.’ 
Therefore, it is implausible to treat duration phrases as specifiers. 
3.4 An account 
After reviewing Tang (1990) and Huang's (1994, 1997) approaches, we would like 
to put forward a proposal that integrates the merits of both approaches，with some 
minor modifications and developments. 
3.4.1 The syntax of activities 
One way to solve the problem is to treat duration and frequency phrases as V' 
adjuncts, following Tang (1990) (with some minor modifications in the spirit of the 
Minimalist Program), and together with the introduction of an aspectual projection, 
rather than treating them as specifiers of a nominal clause IP. The structural 
representation of (32a) (=(45)) should be as follows: 
14 With regard to the treatment of aspect suffixes like zo2, ganl, zyu6, etc, we follow Gu (1995), who 
argues that aspect suffixes in Mandarin Chinese are lexical elements having weak intrinsic verbal 
features. In the lexicon, the verb plus its set of aspectual features are selected and the features are 
checked off at the functional category A S P � a t LF, observing the principal Procrastinate (Chomsky 1995). 
The functional projection ASP° here should be distinguished from the VP-intemal aspectual projection 
postulated by Travis (1991, 1994，2000a, 2000b). The ASP�assumed in Gu is a projection dominating 
the whole complex VP structure. It has scope over the whole event (i.e. causing event together with 





Siu2 Yanl v VP 





zungl tau4 t^ kam4 
I 
In (54), the bare NP object, being non-referential, instead of occupying the Spec of 
the lower VP, is base-generated as the complement of the lower V and it receives 
inherent Case. 15 The verb raises to the head position of the upper vP. The upper vP 
hosts a phonetically null category that denotes an eventuality predicate (DO in an atelic 
activity), in the sense of Huang (1997). The eventuality predicate needs to be 
lexically supported by means of verb movement. A theta role is assigned to the 
external argument. The correct order is produced after verb raising. Being an 
activity, there is no intermediate AspP projected between vP and VP. AspP is where a 
telic feature is encoded. Hence there is no way the object can move to a position left 
than situational aspect, which deals with whether an event has dynamicity, duration, natural endpoint or 
not. 
Bowers (2002) based his analysis on Ramchand's (1997) and made a similar claim. Bowers，in his 
analysis of short object movement in Scottish Gaelic, suggests that objects in telic predicates move to a 
position left to the verb, which he claims is [Spec, Tr(ansitive)P] and check accusative Case. Objects in 
atelic predicates, on the other hand, remain as the complement of V and get the lexically determined 
inherent Case (i.e. genitive case in Scottish Gaelic, as observed by Ramchand). (Bowers 2002: 193) 
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of the duration phrase. The order of [V + duration phrase + object] is thus produced. 
This analysis supports Borer's claim that bare NPs stay inside the VP and act as 
predicate modifiers. In (32a) (=(45))，the object, being a bare NP, does not change the 
aspectual make-up of the event and its presence is for mere specification: it specifies 
what kind of activity (piano-playing in (32a)) the predicate denotes, rather than 
measuring out the event by providing a bounded scale or an upper limit to the event (in 
the sense of Wyngaerd 2001). 
The structure in (54) has some advantages. Rather than treating the 
complement of the upper VP as a gerundive IP, as in Huang (1994, 1997), it simply 
adopt a double VP structure to which the duration phrase is adjoined. This model is 
more economical in that it reduces the number of steps involved in the derivation as 
verb movement proceeds, because two steps are involved as the verb moves from the 
lower VP to adjoin to the upper V. Also, the problem of improper chain can be 
avoided, as the resultant chain involves only two A-elements. The syntax-semantics 
mismatch observed in the construction can be explained in the structure in (54) as the 
duration phrase has scope over the lower V' and it quantifies over the verb plus the 
nominal complement underlyingly, though on the surface it acts like a nominal 
quantifier. 
The distribution of definite NPs both before and after the object still calls for 
explanation. In (55a,b) (repeated from as (34a, b)), the definite object can occur 
preceding or following the duration phrase: 
(55) a. Siu2 Ming4 tai2-zo2 jatl go3 zungl tau4 neil bun2 syu4. 
Siu Ming read-PER one CL hour this CL book 
‘Siu Ming read this book for an hour.' (小明蹄佐一個鐘頭呢本書） 
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b. Siu2 Ming4 tai2-zo2 neil bun2 syu4 jatl go3 zungl tau4. 
Siu Ming read-PER this CL book one CL hour 
‘Siu Ming read this book for an hour.' (小明蹄佐呢本書一個鐘頭） 
In (55a), the definite object NP neil hun2 syu4 ‘this book' is generated as the 
complement of the verb, while in (55b), the object is generated as [Spec, VP]. The 
partial representation of the base position of the objects in (55a) and (55b) are as (56a) 
and (56b) respectively: 
(56) a. ... VP(lower) 
I 人 
XP V' 
^ ^ ^ 
Duration phrase V D O 
I 
b. ...VP(lower) 
• Spec V, 
XP V， 
D O X ^ I 
Duration phrase V 
I 
Hence, the different distribution is accounted for. Note that the absence of an 
aspectual projection (AspP) renders the sentences atelic，i.e. a situation without a 
realized endpoint. Though in (55b), the duration phrase does occur sentence finally, 
yielding the surface word order similar to that of telic predicates, it is interpreted as an 
activity, rather than an accomplishment or achievement. In other words, the absence 
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of an intermediate aspectual projection and overt object raising render the predicate 
atelic. 
The co-occurance possibilities of NPs with different referentiality in Mandarin 
have been explored by Gu (1997). Gu offers a semantic account on the basis of 
Jackendoff (1992), who proposes a binary feature system for nominal arguments. The 
boundedness [土b] feature indicates whether an entity is conceptualized as having a 
clear boundary in time or space, whilst the feature internal structure [土i] indicates 
whether the entity has inherent discernible division into discrete members. Jackendoff 
assumes the feature specification given in (57) for nominals in English: 
(57) [-b, -i] substances custard, water 
[-b, +i] aggregates sandwiches, buses 
[+b, -i] individuals the sandwich, a bus 
[+b, +i] groups 3 sandwiches, 4 buses 
Gu (1997) points out that the bi-feature system can be extended to definite, 
indefinite and bare NPs as (58): 
(58) Definite NP [+b, -i] neil hun2 syul 'this book' 
Indefinite NP [+b, +i] saaml bun2 syul 'three books' 
BareNP [-b, -i] syul 'book' 
Both definite NPs and bare NPs are [-i], i.e., it is impossible to enumerate the 
elements of the set. Hence, they are compatible with duration phrases, which are 
indefinite NPs with the features [+b] and [+i]. It is the duration phrases that are 
conducive to the temporal boundaries of the event rather than the bare or definite NPs. 
As both indefinite NPs and duration phrases are with internal structure, it is difficult to 
process two enumerations in a single sentence. Therefore they are incompatible with 
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each other and they are in complementary distribution. 
We conclude that non-referential bare NPs are base-generated as the complement 
of V , a position for [-i] NPs. This position excludes indefinites as they are [+i]. 
The specifier of VP, on the other hand, is a position for [+b] arguments. Referential 
NPs, defmites in particular, can be base-generated at both [Spec, VP] or complement of 
V’ since it bears the features [+b] and [-i]. This can account for admissibility of 
definite NPs in both positions and the freer order of definite NP shown in (55a) and 
(55b). The distribution of different types of NPs are illustrated in (59): 





V Comp [-i] 
Mass [-b,-i] 
Definite [+b,-i] 
The derivation of activities with bare and definite objects that are sentence final is 
shown in (60a), while that of non-sentence final definite objects in (60b): 
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(60) a. vP b. vP 
八 八 
Spec V ‘ Spec v， 
八 八 
V VP V VP 
Siu2 Ming4 | Siu2 Ming4 y / \ 
V, Spec V, 
tai2-zo2i tai2-zo2j 
个 XP V’ 个 XP V' 
{neil bun2 syul) 
jatl go3 V comp jatl go3 V 
zungl tau4 zungl tau4 
t, syul/neil bun2 syul ^ t, 
3.4.2 The syntax of accomplisments 
In accomplishments, duration phrases are exclusively sentence-final, as in (61) 
(repeated from (41)): 
(61) Baanl fei2 tou4 zoengl go3 jau5 cin2 lou2 gam3 gu3-zo2 saaml jat6. 
CL kidnappers zoeng CL rich man imprison-PER three day 
'The kidnappers imprisoned the rich man for three days.' 
(班匪徒將個有錢倦禁錮佐三曰） 
As the duration phrase saaml jat6 'three days' induces the event duration (ED) 
interpretation, it adjoins to lower V，. We adopt Tang (1990)'s claim that duration 
phrases are V’ adjoined. If we adopt the VP shell structure, the light verb zoengl will 
occupy the upper V position'^ and the external argument will reside at [Spec, vP]口. 
16 See Gu (1992, 1998), Tang (1997) for the treatment of 6a (the Mandarin counterpart of zoengl) as the 
causative head of v � . 
17 Here, agents are treated on a par with non-volitional causers and both of them are assumed to be at 
[Spec, vP]. Gu (2003) argues that an agent occupies a higher position than a non-volitional causer. In 
our present study, we treat agents and causers of accomplishments in the same way since our foci are on 
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Verb movement of gamS gu3 'imprison' to upper V is prohibited and it would yield the 
wrong word order [zoengl + direct object + duration phrase + verb], as in (62): 
(62) * vP 
Spec v' 
I 
Baanl fei2 tou4 v VP 
I 
zoengl Spec V’ 
go3 jau5 cin2 lou2 XP V’ 
saaml jat6 V 
gam3 gu3-zo2 
The ungrammaticality of (62) reflects that the double VP structure is 
inadequate for the representation of accomplishments. Therefore, we propose, in telic 
predicates in Cantonese, there is an aspectual projection in between the two VPs in a 
double VP structure. According to Travis (2000a, b), the upper VP generally 
represents a durative process and the lower VP a final state which may or may not be 
reached. Instead of being a predicate modifier which has no bearing on the telicity of 
the predicate, the delimiting argument, i.e. the direct object, is base-generated at [Spec, 
VP] rather than at the complement of V' because it is referential and have discernible 
boundaries (i.e. [+b]). The delimiting argument and the verb move to the specifier 
and the head position of AspP respectively to check off the [+telic] feature at the 
projection, thus measuring out the event and yield a telic interpretation. In other 
the position of measuring objects in telic predicates and the role the intermediate AspP play in the 
generation of telicity. 
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words, the existence of an endpoint depends on the projection of AspP. Hence, (61) 




Baanl fei2 tou4 v AspP 
I 
zoengi Spec Asp' 
go3 jau5 cin2 lou2j Asp VP 
t I X V 
gam3 gu3-zo2\ Spec V’ 
个 八 
ty XP V, 
saaml jat6 V 
t , 
The correct word order is produced as the delimiting (or measuring) argument and 
the verb move to the specifier and head position of the AspP respectively. 
3.4.3 The syntax of achievements 
Achievements denote change of states. For both transitive and intransitive 
achievements, there is an extra projection AspP responsible for event measure above 
the lower VP, in the sense of Borer (1994，1998), Travis (1992, 1994, 2000a，b) and 
Slabakova (2001). Adopting Travis' system which states that the arguments of an 
achievement predicate are discharged within the domain of the AspP, we represent the 
structure of (64a) as (64b): 
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(64) a. Siu2 Koeng4 faat3 jin6-zo2 go3 bei3 mat6. (小強發現佐個秘密） 
Siu Keung discover-PER CL secret 





Siu2 Koeng4 Asp VP 
I 
faat3jin6zo2i Spec V, 
• 
go3 heiS mat6 V 
t, 
1 
The verb faat3 jin6 'discover', being [+telic], raises first to the head of AspP. 
The direct object go3 heiS mat6 'a / the secret', being the internal argument of the 
predicate, is base-generated at [Spec, VP]. The external argument, i.e. Siu2 Koeng4, 
is assigned a theta-role at [Spec, AspP]. The structure in (64b) differs from 
• 18 
accomplishments in that it lacks an upper VP encoding causativity and durativity. 
Thus achievements are instant change of states without prolonged causing processes. 
In line with Travis (2000a, b), all the arguments of an achievement predicate are 
discharged within the domain of the AspP. 
The generation of telicity in an accomplishment is quite different from that in an 
achievement. In the latter, no object raising which checks the [+telic] feature occurs. 
Rather, telicity is checked by the external argument through spec-head agreement with 
18 Similar claim is also expressed in Hale and Keyser (1993), Rapoport (2001) and Sanz (2000). 
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the verb. It should be noted that the object of a transitive achievement does not 
measure out the event. Rather, it provides an entity on which the action denoted by 
the verb can take place (Sanz 2000: 22). The event, however, does not progress 
through the object as it does in an accomplishment. For example, in the achievement 
of crossing the finish line, the event of crossing simply cannot be realized if the 
external argument does not cross something or other. Also, though there is a change 
of state, the object does not undergo any change. As the direct object of an 
achievement is not disposed or affected by the action, it cannot become a pretransitive 
zoengl construction, as shown in (65b): 
(65)a. Siu2 Ming4 cungl gwo3-zo2 go3 zungl dim2. (小明衝過佐個終點） 
Siu Ming cross-PER CL finishing line 
'Siu Ming crossed the finishing line., 
b.* Siu2 Ming4 zonegl go3 zungl dim2 cungl gwo3-zo2. 
Siu Ming zoeng CL finishing line cross-PER 
(*小明將個終點衝過佐） 
Therefore, it seems plausible to assume that the object of a transitive achievement 
stay at [Spec, VP]. 
Intransitive achievements are single VPs selected by AspP, too. They are 
unaccusatives that represent inchoative situations without a prolonged causing process. 
Intransitive achievements are different from their transitive counterparts in that no 
external argument is found in the structure. The sole argument of an unaccusative is 
the internal argument of the predicate, so it occupies [Spec, VP]. The verb and the 
internal argument move to the head and spec of AspP to check off the [+telic] feature to 
produce a telic event. Along the lines with Borer's (1994) structural representation of 
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unaccusatives, predicates such as (66a) should be as (66b): 
(66) a. Zoengl Saaml sei2-zo2. (張三死佐） 




Zoengl Saaml j 





Unaccusatives can be compatible with duration adverbials. Because of the lack 
of a prolonged causing event that brings about the change of state, the duration 
adverbial can only generate the SCE interpretation. In (67a)，the duration adverbial 
saaml nin4 'three years' is SCE in nature and (67a) should be represented as (67b): 
(67) a. Zoengl Saaml sei2-zo2 (jau5) saamlnin4. (張三死佐(有)三年） 
Zoeng Saam die-PER have three years 




乙 ^ V， XP 
Zoengl Saaml 
sei2-zo2 V 
(Jau5) saaml nin4 
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We argue, the predicate Zoengl saaml sei2-zo2 ‘Zoeng Saam died，acts as the 
subject of the sentence and the generation of the SCE interpretation in an achievement 
is a result of the different position of the duration adverbial (cf. Ernst (1987)). Instead 
of being a V’ adjunct, duration adverbials that give rise to SCE interpretations act as 
the main predicate since it helps to depict the duration after the completion of the 
whole event, rather than the duration of the event itself. The possibility of the 
existence of the main verb jau5 ‘have’ is a piece of evidence supporting this approach. 
The main verb jau5 ‘have, can be covert, thereby producing (68a).�9 
(68) a. Zoengl saaml ji5 gingl sei2-zo2 saaml nin4. (張三已經死佐三年） 
Zoeng Saam already die-PER three years 





乙 ^ Adv VP 
Zoengl Saaml 
sei2-zo2 V XP 
jiSgingl 
{jau5) saaml nm4 
19 The advantage of the structure of (67b) is that jiSgingl 'already' can have scope over the verb and the 
duration adverbial. However, as some authors point out, the structure of (67b) cannot account for the 
position of jiSgingl 'already' in (i): 
(i) Zoengl Saaml ji5 gingl sei2-zo2 (jau5) saaml nin4. 
Zoeng Saam already die-PER have three years 
'It has already been three years since Zoeng Saam died.' (張三已經死佐(有)三年) 
As ji5 gingl is within the subject, it cannot c-command the VP cannot have scope over it. We 
offer no explanation for this at the moment and leave it open. 
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3.5 Summary 
In this chapter, we have examined the position of the object in three different 
situation types, namely, activities, accomplishments and achievements. In activities, 
the position of the object is sensitive to referentiality and semantic features such as 
boundedness and the existence of internal structure. We concluded that the freer 
distribution of the object in activity is due to a difference in their base position. 
Object movement does not take place because of the relatively simple syntactic 
structure involved, which is a reflection of event structure. On the other hand, in 
accomplishments and achievements, duration phrases occur sentence-finally and we 
argue that the surface order is the result of movement of measuring object to a higher 
projection. Aspect Phrase, where a [+telic] feature is checked. In atelic predicates, 
this aspectual projection is absent. Thus no object movement is induced. Also, the 
fact that duration phrases may induce different interpretations (i.e. ED and SCE) is 
accounted for with the event structure analysis proposed by Pustejovsky (1988, 1992). 
Extending the structure of (63) to other transitive telic predicates, we conclude 
that accomplishments are as (69): 
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In the next chapter, we will look for more evidence of the existence of an 
aspectual projection in telic predicates in Cantonese. 
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Chapter Four: Telicity in Cantonese - the D-pronoun 
4.1 Introduction 
In order to further support our argument that an aspectual projection for telicity is 
involved in telic predicates, we will look at a specific type of pronoun, the D(isposal-of) 
pronoun, that exists in telic predicates in Cantonese and some Wu dialects (Huang 1998, 
Xu 1998，Xu and Zhao 1998，Yan 1994). This is a strong piece of evidence supporting 
our claim that delimiting objects and the verb move to the head and specifier of AspP 
respectively to check off the [+telic] feature. The D-pronoun is an element inserted at 
the base position of the object as a result of A-movement. 
4.2 The pronoun keoiS - a general description 
In Cantonese, keoi5 is very versatile in that it can perform many different functions. 
In this section, we will discuss one of the uses that is commonly found in Cantonese. 
4.2.1 KeoiS as a referential pronoun 
Firstly, keoi5 is most-frequently used as the referential third person singular pronoun 
that may have both animate and inanimate referents. With the same phonetic form, it 
can be used as subject, object and indirect object, as in (la), (lb) and (Ic) respectively: 
( l )a . KeoiS se2-zo2 jatl fimgl seon3. (佢寫佐一封信） 
3sg write-PER one CL letter 
'S/he wrote a letter.' 
b. Ngo5 soengl soen3 keoiS. (我相信佢） 
I believe 3sg 
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'I believe him / her.' 
c. Ngo3 bei2-zo2 sap6 manl keoiS. (我俾佐十蚊佢） 
I give-PER ten dollar 3sg 
'I gave him / her ten dollars.' 
Keoi5 can also refer to inanimate objects and abstract entities, but it often occurs in 
the object rather than the subject position: (Matthews and Yip 1994: 82) 
(2) Ngo5 soeng2 tai2-saai3 keoiS sinl waan4. (keoi5=the book) 
I want read-all 3sg first return 
‘I want to finish reading it before I return it.， （我想蹄晒佢先還） 
(taken from Matthews and Yip 1994: 81) 
The plural form of the third person pronoun is keoiS dei6\ 
(3) KeoiS dei6 hai6 hok5 saangl. (佢哋聽生） 
3pl be student 
'They are students.' 
Dei6 is a suffix attached to the third person pronoun keoi5 to form the third person 
plural pronoun. However, keoiS dei6 is generally used to refer to animate entities, not 
inanimate ones, as shown in the awkwardness of the following example: 
(4)* Di ping4 gwo2 zau6 faai3 laan6, 
CL apple soon rot 
faai3 dil sik5-zo2 keoiS dei6 laal. (快咖食nfe佢馳啦） 
be quick eat 3pl SFP 
Int: ‘The apples will rot soon. Eat them quickly.' 
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4.2.2 Keoi5 as an appositive pronoun 
Secondly, apart from the above use, the pronoun keoi5 can follow a noun phrase and 
serve as an appositive to reinforce a noun phrase (Tip and Matthew: 2001:166): 
(5) A-Giul keoiS maai5-zo2 jatl gaanl daai6 ukl. 
A-Giu 3sg buy-PER one CL large house 
'Ah Giu bought a large house.’ （阿嬌佢買佐一間大屋） 
If the noun phrase preceding the appositive pronoun is semantically plural, the 
pronoun is in plural form accordingly: 
(6) Wong4 Saangl tung4 Wong4 Taai2 keoi5*(dei6) maai3-zo2 jatl gaanl 
Mr. Wong and Mrs. Wong buy-PER one CL 
daai6 ukl. 
Large house 
‘Mr. And Mrs. Wong bought a large house.' (黃生同黃太佢*(馳)買fit—間大屋） 
4.2 3 Keoi5 as a measurative pronoun 
Thirdly, keoi5 can be used as a measurative pronoun^ that attaches to the verb: 
(7) Dang2 ngo5 daa2-faanl keoiS sei3 hyunl maa4 zoek3 sinl. 
wait me play-back four CL mah-jong PRT 
1 chao (1968:320) treats ta as mock object. The term 'measurative pronoun' is adopted following Dai 
(1992). Dai argues that ta 'he / she / it, in Mandarin can be used as an inflectional morpheme attached to a 
transitive or ditransitive verb with a quantified NP complement. Unlike Dai (1992), Lin (2001) treats the 
postverbal ta in Mandarin as a non-specific determiner clitic which takes up the determiner position of the 
subsequent indefinite NP and cliticized onto the verb under adjacency requirement. Originally, Lin treats 
this postverbal ta as an object expletive at the head of AgrO (1994). Interested readers are referred to the 
references cited there. For the distinct pragmatic value associated with measurative ta / keoiS, please see 
Dai (1992) and Lin (2002). For a prosodic and focus perspective of ta, see, Yuan (2003). 
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‘Let me play four mah-jong games first.' (等我打番佢四圈麻雀先） 
Keoi5 as measurative pronoun is non-referential and is adjacent to the verb. Unlike 
the appositive pronoun, it is not inflected for plural despite the noun phrase following it is 
plural. 
(8)* Dang2 ngo5 daa2-faanl keoiS dei6 sei3 hyiml maa4 zoek3 sinl. 
wait me play-back 3pl four CL mah-jong PRT 
4.2.4 Keoi5 as a D-pronoun 
Fourthly, an extra use of keoi5 is identified (Cheung 1992, Matthews and Yip 1994, 
Li 1994, Li et al. 1995, Mai 2003, Man 1998, Tang 2003，Yip and Matthews 2001, Xu 
1998, Xu and Zhao 1998, Yuan and Xu 2000, Rao et al. 1981, Zeng 1991, Zhan 2002, 
Zhang 1997，1999). Consider the following: 
(9) a. Maai6-zo2 gaanl ukl keoiS. (賣佐間屋佢） 
sell-PER CL house 3sg 
'Sell the house.' 
b. Jim5 haakl dil tau4 faat3 keoiS. (染黑咖頭髮佢） 
dye black CL hair 3sg 
'Dye your hair black.' 
c. Kam2 sik4 go3 fo2 keoiS. (擒熄個火佢） 
put out CL fire 3sg 
'Put out the fire.' 
d. Sai2 gonl zeng6 dil saaml keoiS (洗乾淨咖衫佢） 
wash clean CL clothes 3sg 
'Wash the clothes' 
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e. sik6-zo2 gin6 daan6 gol keoiS. (食佐件蛋糕佢） 
eat-PER CL cake 3sg 
‘Eat the cake.' 
Apart from the [verb + direct object + keoi5] order, the D-pronoun keoi5 can also 
appear in pretransitive sentences in the form of {zoengl + direct object + verb + keoiS}. 
(lOa)-(lOd) are the pretransitive counterparts of (9a)-(9d): 
(10) a. Zoengl gaanl ukl maai6-zo2 keoiS. (將間屋賣佐佢） 
zoeng CL house sell-PER 3sg 
'Sell the house.' 
b. Zoengl dil tau4 faatS jim5 haak4 keoiS. (將卿頭髮染黑佢） 
zoeng CL hair dye black 3sg 
'Dye your hair black.' 
c. Zoengl go3 fo2 kam2 sikl keoiS. (將個火擒熄佢） 
zoeng CL fire put out 3sg 
'Put out the fire., 
d. Zoengl dil saaml sai2 gonl zeng6 keoiS. (將晒衫洗乾^§^) 
zoeng CL clothes wash clean 3sg 
'Wash the clothes' 
e. Zoengl gin6 daan6 goul sik6-zo2 keoiS. (將件蛋糕食佐佢） 
zoeng CL cake eat-PER 3sg 
'Eat the cake.' 
Matthews and Yip (1994: 82) characterize the pronoun keoiS as a pleonastic form to 
reinforce a noun and it refers to objects. Yip and Matthews (2001), Rao et al. (1981) 
point out that the pronoun keoi5 is used in imperative sentences to reinforce the 
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imperative meaning. Zhang (1999) expresses similar idea by saying that keoiS is a 
sentence-final pronoun for conveying the imperative mood. He further claims that the 
function of reinforcing the mood is achieved through the use of keoiS as a repetition of 
the object of the sentence. On the other hand, Cheung (1992), Li et al. (1995) and Man 
(1998) relate this keoiS to a property of the predicate - affectedness and listed a number 
of constraints on the predicates with keoi5. Another study which addresses this special 
use of the third person singular is by Xu (1998). Xu claims that this third person 
pronoun is the grammaticalization of a thematic role which he terms as ‘Disposed-of and 
he calls the pronoun D-pronoun, with ‘D, standing for ‘Disposed-of，(p. 307). Mai 
• 2 
(2003) argues that keoi5 is used to express disposal rather than imperative. 
Our target of investigation is the fourth use of keoi5, with a focus on its disposal 
meaning and the aspectual properties it bears. 
4.3 Properties of the D-pronoun 
Man (1998) characterizes this use of keoi5 as a postverbal marker for non-asserted 
bounded clauses. As its name suggests, there are two restrictions (i.e. boundedness and 
non-assertedness) on the clause that contains it. Moreover, Xu (1998) pointed out that 
agentivity is also a requirement for the occurrence of keoi5 in a clause. Before we go 
2 Mai (2003) gives the following negative sentence to argue against Rao et al.'s (1981) claim that keoiS is 
used to convey the imperative mood: 
(i) Nei5 m4 sik6-zo2 go3 baaul keoiS， jat4 zan6 
you not eat-PER CL bun 3sg later (=Mai's (13)) 
sat6 ngo6sei2 nei5. (你唔食佐個包佢，一陣實餓死你） 
surely starve die you 
'If you don't eat the bun, you will starve to death.' 
Mai concludes that sentences with keoi5 express disposal, rather than imperative. 
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into the restrictions, we should note that a D-pronoun bears the following general 
properties. 
4.3.1 General properties 
a) Unlike the appositive use of the third person pronoun, which can have human 
reference only, the reference of the D-pronoun keoiS is not restricted to human. It 
can also refer to non-animate entities: 
(11) Nei5 zoengl dil wul zoul saaml sai2-zo2 keoiS laa. 
you zoeng CL dirty clothes wash-PER 3sg SFP 
'Clean the dirty clothes.' (你將晒污糟衫洗t&佢啦） 
(from Yip and Matthews 2001, p.64) 
b) A D-pronoun is fixed in form. Unlike the appositive use which distinguishes 
between singular and plural (cf. §4.2.2), it does not inflect for plural despite the 
fact that the object preceding it is p l u r a l ( T h e following example is due to Cheung 
3 In his analysis of the D-pronoun keoiS in Cantonese, Mai (2003) points out that in some rare cases, the 
third person plural form keoi5dei6 is used, given the following three conditions are satisfied: 
a) the sentence is in pretransitive form; 
b) the preposed object is plural in number with a human reference and the preposed object is not in the 
third person plural form keoi5dei6; 
c) the preposed object is relatively distant from the main verb. 
The following example is given by Mai (2003): 
(i) Zoengl go2 baanl jan4 m4 leiS naam4 neoi5 lou5 jau3 haam6 baa6 laang6 
zoeng that CL people no matter male-female-old-young all 
gon2-saai3 keoiS dei6 lok6 dei6 lou4. (將嗰班人唔理男女老幼咸巴冷趕哂佢馳落地牢） 
force-all 3pl down basement 
'No matter they are male or female, old or young, force them all down to the basement.' 
However, this plural pronoun might not be a D-pronoun. Rather, it is a resumptive pronoun as it is 
pluralizable (Gu p.c.). If it is in the singular form keoi5, it should be a D-pronoun. 
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1992) 
(12) Naul dakl jai6, zoengl baanl fo2 gei3 caau2-saai keoi5(*dei6). 
In a fury zoeng CL assistant fire-all 3sg 
‘In a fiiry, he fired his assistants.' (Cheung's (135)) 
(翻得滯，將班伙記炒葡佢(*哋)） 
C) A D-pronoun is not an argument of the verb and its appearance is optional. 
(13) Sik6-zo2 go3 lei2 (keoiS). (食佐個梨(佢)） 
eat-PER CL pear 3sg 
'Eat the pear.’ 
(13) is grammatical without the D-pronoun keoi5, but the imperative mood is 
weakened. 
d) A D-pronoun is always postverbal despite the fact that the affected object is 
preverbal in pretransitive sentences. A D-pronoun can never be the preverbal 
zoengl-oh}QCi, as illustrated by (14c): 
(14)a. Maai6-zo2 gaanl ukl keoiS. (=(9a)) (賣佐間屋佢） 
sell-PER CL house 3sg 
'Sell the house.' 
b. Zoengl gaanl uk maai6-zo2 keoiS. (二(10a)) (將間屋賣fe佢） 
zoeng CL house sell-PER 3sg 
'Sell the house.， 
c.* Zoengl keoiS maai6-zo2 gaanl uk. (*將佢賣佐間屋） 
zoeng 3sg sell-PER CL house 
The resistance of the D-pronoun to be preposed in the pretransitive construction 
shows that it is not a real argument of the verb. 
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e) A D-pronoun can appear in transitive predicates only. It cannot appear in 
intransitive predicates without a direct internal argument, i.e., imergatives. 
(15)a.* Paau2 jatl go3 zungl tau4 keoi5. (*跑一個鐘頭佢） 
run one CL hour 3sg 
b.* Siu2 Koeng4 soeng2 fan3 keoiS. (*小強想瞓佢） 
Siu Koeng want sleep 3sg 
Paau2 in (15a) and fanS in (15b) are imergative verbs that take no direct object. The 
duration phrase jatl go3 zungl tau4 'one hour' in (15a) is an adjunct of the predicate, not 
an argument of the verb. The sole argument of an imergative predicate is the external 
argument. So it fails to license the D-pronoun. Thus the addition of the D-pronoun 
renders the sentences ungrammatical. 
Moreover, the D-pronoun is incompatible with unaccusative verbs: 
(16)* Batl jyu4 giu3 Siu2 Ming4 dou3-zol hok6-hau6 keoi5. 
Let us ask Siu Ming arrive-PER school 3sg 
(*不如叫小明到佐學校佢） 
Though the sole argument is the internal argument of the predicate, it fails to license 
the D-pronoun. The D-pronoun cannot be licensed by unaccusative verbs which denote 
non-agentive, telic situations (cf. Arad 1998，Dowty 1991，van Valin 1990)，i.e. 
achievements.'^ It is only compatible with transitive sentences depicting telic situations, 
4 The unaccusative verb sei2 ‘die，can be followed by keoiS: 
(i) Ngo5 batl jyu4 sei2-zo2 keoiS hou2 gwo3 laal. (我不如死fe佢好過啦） 
I rather die-PFV 3sg good than PRT 
‘ 1 would rather die.， (From Matthews and Yip 1994’ p.82) 
According to Matthews and Yip (1994), the expression sei2-zo2 keoiS is common in colloquial 
speech. This can be treated as an exceptional case as it is an idiomatic expression. Or this sei2 'die' can 
be used as a volitional verb with a causing activity leading to a result (i.e to become dead) is encoded in it. 
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i.e. accomplishments. 
Let's come back to the three constraints on the licensing of D-pronouns in a predicate 
as proposed by Man (1998) and Xu (1998). 
4.3.2 Non-assertedness / irrealis 
Man (1998) and Xu (1998) note that the minimal clause containing keoi5 cannot be 
asserted. Keoi5 is ruled out from simple declarative sentences (as in (17a)) and it cannot 
occur within complement clauses of epistemic verbs (as in (17b)): 
(17) a. A3-Fail tai2-zo2/-gan2/-gwo3 bun2 syul (*keoi5). 
A-Fai Read-PER/PROG/EXP CL book 
'A-Fai (has) read / is reading / has once read that book.' (Man's (7)) 
(阿輝蹄佐/緊/過本書(*佢)） 
b. A3-Koeng4 zil-dou3 A3-Fail tai2-jyun4 bun2 syul (*keoi5). 
A-Koeng know A-Fai read-finish CL book 
‘ A-Keong know A-Fai has finished reading the book.' (Man's (8)) 
(阿強知道阿輝蹄完本書(*佢)） 
A D-pronoun is only compatible with non-asserted predicates, ^ such as in 
imperatives (18a) and interrogatives (18b). (18a) and (18b) correspond to Man's (9) and 
(10). 
However, this use seems to be highly specific and restricted. Sei2 ‘die, here implies that the subject needs 
to initiate a process in order to achieve the result of being dead. Therefore, this sei2 'die' is used as an 
accomplishment verb, meaning 'to commit suicide'. It should be noted that other unaccusative verbs, like 
dou3 'arrive',/aa/3 sungl 'happen', siul sat4 'disappear' can never be followed by the D-pronoun. 
5 The requirement of non-assertedness might come from some pragmatic factors and it is irrelevant to our 
present discussion. We leave this issue open for future research. 
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(18) a. Jau4 haakl dou6 mim4 keoiS. (油黑度門佢） 
paint black CL door 3sg 
'Paint the door black.' 
b. Binl go3 jau4 haakl-zo2 dou6 mun4 keoiS a3? 
who paint black-PER CL door 3sg SFP 
‘Who painted the door black?’ （邊個油黑佐度門佢呀?） 
Also, a D-pronoun can appear in the antecedent clause of conditional, and in 
complement of deontic verbs, as in (19a) and (19b) respectively: 
(19) a. (Jyu4gwo2) nei4 jau4 haakl dou3 mun4 keoiS, 
if you paint black CL door 3sg 
fong3 neil ftik4 waa2 zau6 wui3 hou2 can3 gaa3 laa3. 
put this CL picture then will very match SFP SFP 
‘If you paint the door black, it will go very well with this picture,' (Man's (11)) 
(如果你油黑度門佢，放呢幅畫就會好襯噪嘲） 
b. A3-Koeng4 soeng2 A3-Fail jau4 hak4 bong6 coeng4 keoiS. 
A-Koeng want A-Fai paint black CL wall 3sg 
‘A-Koeng wants A-Fai to paint the wall black.' (Man's ex. 12) 
(阿強想阿輝油黑幅牆佢） 
4.3.3 Boundedness 
The second constraint, which is the main concern of our present study, pertains to 
the aspectuality of the clause: keoi5-c\msQ must be bounded in the sense that the situation 
9 9 
described is measurable on a temporal scale^ (Man 1998: 60). As telicity is the joint 
effect of the verb and its internal argument, we will look at both the verb and the direct 
object of the ^eo/5-clause. 
The verb (VI) in a clause where a D-pronoim occurs must be followed by a 
delimiting constituent which specifies a result or a bounded scale for measuring out (in 
the sense of Wyngaerd 2001), such as the following: 
(a) aspect suffixes -zo2 and -zyu6\ 
(20) a. Lei5 zoengl dil jin3 wol sik6-zo2 keoiS laal. 
you zoeng CL bird's nest soup eat-PER 3sg SFP 
‘(Why don't you) eat up the bird's nest soup!' (你將帕燕萬食佐佢啦） 
(from Yip and Matthews 2001: 64) 
b. Zoengl tiu4 geng2 lin2 maai6-zo2 keoiS. (將條頸鏈賣佢） 
zoeng CL necklace sell-PER 3sg 
‘Sell the necklace.' (from Li et al. 1995) 
c. Doi6-zyu6 dil cin2 keoiS. (袋住U的錢佢） 
Take-DUR CL money 3sg 
‘Hold the money.' 
(b) resultative verbal complement (V2): 
(21) a. Sai2 gonl-zeng6 gin6 saaml keoiS. (洗乾消牛衫佢） 
wash clean CL cloth 3sg 
‘Wash the clothes clean.' (from Rao et al. 1981) 
6 Man (1998) treats boundedness and telicity as identical notions. 
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b. Doul hai6 zoengl zil zuk4 bong2 sat6 di keoiS hou2. 
It would be better zoeng CL bamboo Tie tight a bit 3sg good 
‘It would be better to tie the bamboo stick tight.' (都係將支竹鄉實咖佢好） 
(From Mai 2003, P.l，（9)) 
GonJzengd 'clean' and sat6 ‘tight’ are resultative complements which specify the 
resultant states achieved by the actions denoted by VI of (21a) and (21b) repectively. 
(c) postverbal quantifier such as -saaiS and -maai4: 
(22) a. Jam2-saai3 dil bel zau2 keoiS. (飮晒咖啤酒佢） 
Drink-all CL beer 3sg 
'Drink up the beer.， （from Li et al. 1995) 
b. Sik6-maai4 gin5 beng2 keoiS. (麵件餅佢） 
Eat CL cake 3sg 
‘Eat the cake.' 
Keoi5 can also occur in the W-dou3 resultative construction and in the structure with 
a directional complement. In addition, it can appear in the structure with a cognate 
object. The position of keoi5, however, is no longer sentence-final. It comes between 
the verb and the complement. 
(d) resultative \-dou3 construction:? 
7 In line with Tang's (1996) analysis of the Mandarin de, we assume that the resultative morpheme dou3 is 
a suffix / clitic which is required to undergo movement to be attached to the matrix verb to form a '\-dou3 
complex. Overt movement of the V-dou3 complex to the light verb takes place before Spell-Out. 
Following Wong (1997 : 85)，we treat douS as an extent complement marker attached to the verb. It is in 
complementary distribution with aspect suffixes and it is checked off in the same way as aspect suffixes (cf. 
Chapter 3, fn. 13). 
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(23) a. Zoengl ngaanl lo4 sil ning6-dou3 keoiS sat6jatl sat6. 
Zoeng CL screw twist-EXT 3sg tight 
'Twist the screw tight.' (將眼螺絲擰到佢實一實） 
(from Mai 2003, p.518, (18)) 
b. Jiu3 zoengl dai2 haa6 hong3 dou3 keoiS gonl-saai, 
Need to zoeng bottom bake-EXT 3sg dry-all 
sinl hou2 hoil ci2 gau2. (要將底下烘到佢乾晒，先好開始搞） 
then start work on (From Mai 2003，p.518, (19)) 
'First bake the bottom dry, then start working on it., 
c. Faai3 dil bongl ngol zoengl ganl ukl daa2 sou3- dou3 
Quickly help me zoeng CL house clean EXT 
keoiS gonl gonl zeng6 zeng6. (快卿幫我將間屋打掃到佢乾乾淨淨） 
3sg clean 
‘Please help me clean the house quickly.' 
The non-pretransitive form is also allowed, as in (24): 
(24) Ning6-dou3 ngaan2 lo4 sil keoiS sat6jatl sat6. 
twist-EXT CL screw 3sg tight 
‘Twist the screw tight.’ （擰到眼螺絲佢實一實） 
In the non-pretransitive form, the D-pronoun follows the object, 
(e) sentences with directional complement: 
(25) a. Zoengl dil deng3 bunl saai3 keoiS soeng5-lai4. (將咖櫈搬晒佢上嘴） 
Zoeng CL chairs move all 3sg up 
‘Move all the chairs up here.' (From Mai 2003, p.518, (21)) 
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b. Gai3 ngol waa6 zoengl di dak6 bit6 cung5 ge3 
I think zoeng CL particularly heavy things 
zau6 dum2 keoiS lok6 hui3 dai2 haa6.(計我話將卿特別重嘅就 
then throw 3sg down to below 揼佢落去底下） 
‘I think it would be better to throw the particularly heavy ones down.' 
In (23a-c), (24) and (25a-b), the D-pronoun is placed between the verb and the 
complement. If they are placed at the end of the sentence, ungrammaticality results: 
(26)*. Zoengl ngaan2 lo4 sil ning6-dou3 sat6jatl sat6 keoiS. 
Zoeng CL screw twist-EXT tight 3sg 
(f) sentences in delimitative aspect:^ 
(27) Ma4 faan4 nei5 bongl ngo5 zoengl fungi soen3 daa2-(jatl)-daa2 keoiS. 
Please help me zoeng CL letter type-(one)-type 3sg 
‘May I ask you to type this letter for me? (麻煩你幫我將封信打(一)打佢） 
(from Cheung 1992, p.286, (124)) 
Xu (1998) observes that a verb that takes a D-pronoun is typically a causative verb 
and aspectually, the predicate is telic in nature. Bare verbs that denote activities cannot 
license D-pronouns: 
(28)* A3-Koeng4 soeng2 A3-Fail jau4 bung6 coeng4 keoiS. 
A-Koeng want A-Fai paint CL wall 3sg 
(*阿強想阿輝油幅牆佢） 
8 Chao (1968), in his analysis of delimitative aspect in Mandarin, treats the string \yi 'one' + verb] as a 
cognate object. Li and Thompson (1981:233) say that the morpheme yi 'one' with the reduplicated verb 
(e.g. yi kan ‘one see', yi ting ‘one listen' etc.) function grammatically as a quantity adverbial phrase which 
specify the extent, duration or frequency of an activity. Cheung (1972: 79) also regards the Cantonese 
\Jatl 'one' + V] strings as cognate objects. 
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4.3.4 Agentivity 
Xu (1998) also notes that the predicate containing a D-pronoun must be agentive, 
that is, it denotes a voluntary, intended or directed action. (p.313) Only causers that bear 
the thematic role Agent can license a D-pronoun. Non-volitional causers make the 
presence of a D-pronoun inappropriate: 
(29)a.* Neil coeng4 jyu5 zau6 lai4 wui5 zoengl pun4 faal lam4 sei2 keoiS. 
This CL rain soon will zoeng CL plant pour dead 3sg 
Int: 'The rain will soon pour the plant to death.' (*呢場雨就哦會將盆花淋死佢） 
b.* Neil coeng4 jyu5 zau6 lai4 wui5 lain4 sei2 pim4 faal keoiS. 
This CL rain soon will pour dead CL plant 3sg 
(*呢場雨就嘴死盆花佢） 
The fact that unaccusatives are ruled out (cf. §4.3.1) is explained: they are 
aspectually characterized as achievements that lack the property of agentivity. Though 
the situations described by unaccusatives are telic, they cannot license a D-pronoun 
because they are not intended actions initiated by volitional agents. 
4.3.5 Properties of the object 
The telicity of a predicate is not the sole contribution of the verb but is 
compositionally determined. The direct object that the verb takes also plays a role in 
telicizing the predicate. The direct object that a D-pronoun co-occurs has the following 
properties: 
(a) affected / disposed of 
The direct object which the D-pronoun co-refers to must be affected or disposed of 
by the action and it has to be bounded spatially (in the sense of Jackendoff 1992). 
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Predicates with non-referential and non-affected direct objects cannot license D-pronouns, 
as in (30a) and (30b) respectively: 
(30) a.* Pao2-zo2 bo6 keoiS. (*跑佐步佢） 
run-PER step 3sg 
b.* Pao2-zo2 jatl baakS mai5 keoiS. 
run-PER one hundred metre 3sg (*跑佐一百米佢） 
Referential direct objects that fail to delimit a predicate, i.e. unbounded NPs, cannot 
co-occur with a D-pronoun: 
(31)* Sik6-zo2 ping4 gwo2 keoiS. (*食佐蘋果佢） 
eat-PER apple 
On the other hand, spatially bounded object NPs (or quantized / [+SQA] NPs in the 
sense of Verkuyl 1993) make the presence of a D-pronoun legitimate: 
(32) Sik6-zo2 go3 ping4 gwo2 keoiS. (食佐個蘋果佢） 
eat-PER CL apple 3sg 
‘Eat the apple.' 
(b) definite / specific 
Direct objects in predicates with a D-pronoun must be definite or specific. 
Non-specific NPs are not allowed: 
(33)* M4 goil nei5 maat3 gonl zeng6 jatl zoengi toi2 keoiS aa. 
please you wipe clean one CL table it PRT 
(*唔該你抹乾淨一張枱佢） 
Indefinite object are acceptable, but only when they are interpreted as specific: 
(34) Sik6-zo2 saaml go3 ping4 gwo2 keoiS. (食佐三個蘋果佢） 
Eat-PER three CL apple 3sg 
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‘Eat the three apples.' 
Indefinite, non-specific NPs are not acceptable: 
(35)* Sik6-zo2 jatl go3 ping4 gwo2 keoiS. (食佐一個蘋果佢） 
Eat-PER one CL apple 3sg 
To sum up, the properties of the direct objects preceding D-pronouns (i.e. 
affectedness, boundedness and specificity) correspond to those bom by objects in 
pretransitive sentences. Furthermore, the verbs in keoiS predicates are bounded by a 
delimiting element, as those in pretransitive sentences are. Therefore, it is not surprising 
that sentences with D-pronouns always have pretransitive counterparts (as shown in (9a-d) 
and (lOa-d)), because both of them are accomplishments. 
4.4 An account 
We speculate that the D-pronoun, with its exclusive occurrence in telic, transitive 
sentences, has important implications on the structural representation of telic predicates in 
general. By accounting for the distribution of affected D-pronoims, we can get a clearer 
picture of how telic predicates are represented in syntax. 
4.4.1. Cantonese keoiS V5. Mandarin gei 
Tang (2003) postulates that keoi5 is base-generated preverbally. His argument is 
based on the fact that in Mandarin, the pretransitive 6fl-construction allows the element 
gei between the object and the verb: 
(36) Ba men gei suo- hao 
BA door gei lock- good 
‘Please lock the door.' 
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Tang (2003: 114) treats the Mandarin gei on a par with the Cantonese keoi5 in that 
both gei and keoi5 are elements used to intensify the sense of affectedness or disposal of 
the direct object? The word order of Mandarin and Cantonese in Deep Structure is as 
follows: 
(37) a. ba object gei verb (Mandarin) 
b. zoengl object keoi5 verb (Cantonese) 
In order to derive the correct order [zoengl + direct object + verb + keoiS], the verb 
in Cantonese must undergo head movement to a position higher than keoi5: 
(38) zoengl object ^^rb keoi5 
I ： _ I 
In non-pretransitive counterparts, the verb further moves across the direct object to a 
position where the light verb zoengl occupies: 
(39) verb object keoiS 
I r r ^ • 
However, it is dubious to assume that gei should be treated on a par with keoiS. 
Categorically, gei is a verb or a preposition, while keoiS is a pronoun. They should 
occupy different syntactic positions because of their distinctive categorical status. 
Unlike keoiS, gei can appear in asserted situations: 
9 Similar claim is made by Li and Thompson (1981:482), who say that gei is an optional element for 
'strengthening the disposal function' of the Z?a-construction. The following examples are given: 
(i) Ta ba nei ge ren gei hai-ku le. 
3sg BA that CL person GEI hurt-bitter PFV/CRS 
'S/He hurt that person badly.' 
(ii) Wo ba dayi gei tang-hao le. 
I BA coat GEI iron-done PFV/CRS 
‘1 ironed the coat.' 
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(40) Wo ba dayi gei tang-hao le. 
I ba coat gei iron-done PFV/CRS 
‘I ironed the coat.' (from Li and Thompson 1982, P.482, (72)) 
Furthermore, gei can only appear in pretransitive sentences. The order [V-direct 
object-ge/] is never al lowed:� 
(41)* Tang-hao le dayi gei. 
iron-done PFV/CRS coat gei 
In Cantonese, however, the order [V+ direct object + keoi5] is frequently found. 
As noted by Gu (p.c.), the following sentence in Mandarin further argues against 
Tang's claim: 
(42) Ni cu ba nei feng xin gei ji-diao ta. 
you go BA that CL letter gei mail-away 3sg 
‘Go and mail the letter.' 
The co-occurrence of the element gei and the D-pronoun ta shows that they are not 
the same and they should occupy distinct syntactic positions. 
Though both the element gei and keoi5 are optional and they both occur in disposal 
sentences, they should not be identified. 
10 Although gei can only appear in the bo-construction, it can appear after the main verb in colloquial 
Mandarin, as the anonymous reviewer of this thesis points out: 
(i) Ta ba nei ge ren da-le gei. 
3sg BA that CL person beat-PER GEI 
‘He beat that person.' 
The morpheme gei must not bear stress and the reviewer says that the subject is preferred to be in 
third person. Though the existence of the postverbal gei in colloquial speech does not falsify our claim 
that keoiS and gei are distinct elements, I would like to thank the reviewer for drawing my attention to the 
interesting fact and this can be a target of future study. 
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4.4.2. The licensing of the D-pronoun 
An implication of Tang's analysis is that the direct object does not form a constituent 
with the D-pronoun, because the two can be stranded by the verb after verb movement, as 
shown in the pretransitive sentences such as (lOa-d). Another argument for the claim is 
that the direct object and keoi5 cannot be preposed together in topicalized sentences: 
(42) a. M4 goil nei5 maatS gonl-zeng6 zoengl toi2 keoiS aa. 
please you wipe clean CL table 3sg SFP 
‘ Would you please wipe the table clean?， （唔該你抹乾淨張枱佢） 
b. [Zoengl toi2], m4 goil nei5 maatS gonl zeng6 t, keoiS aa. 
CL table please you wipe clean 3sg SFP 
'Would you please wipe the table clean?' (張枱唔該你抹乾淨佢） 
c.* [Zoengl toi2 keoiS], m4 goil nei5 maat3 gonl zeng6 t, aa. 
CL table 3sg please you wipe clean SFP 
張枱佢唔該你抹乾淨） 
Nevertheless, it is plausible to assume that, following Tang (2003)，the D-pronoun is 
base-generated preverbally. Our argument is based on the position of keoiS relative to 
other postverbal elements. Some postverbal elements always follow the D-pronoun, 
such as the following: 
(a) resultative complements and adjectives 
(43) Maa4 faan4 neiS zoengl tiu4 kwan4 goi2 dyun2 keoiS saaml cyunS. 
trouble you zoeng CL skirt change short 3sg three inch 
'Would you please shorten the skirt by three inches?' (麻煩你將條裙改短佢三吋） 
(b) complement ofV-Jowi construction 
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(44) Zoengi dil syu4 zai2 cit3-dou3 keoiS jatl pin3 pin3 (*keoi5). 
zoeng CL potato slice-EXT 3sg one slice slice 
‘Slice the potatoes.' (將晒薯仔切到佢一片片(*佢)） 
(C) duration / frequency phrase 
(45) Zoengi tiu4 jyu2 zingl keoiS sap6 fanl zungl (*keoi5). 
zoeng CL fish stean it ten minutes 
‘Steam the fish for ten minutes.' (將條魚蒸佢十分鐘(*佢)） 
Saaml cyunS 'three inches' in (43) and yatl pinS pinS 'slices' in (44) that follow 
keoiS can both be treated as subcategorized elements which are housed in the complement 
of the lower V’，because they act like goal phrases in that they indicate the final state or 
the upper bound for the activity to achieve. (46) is the partial syntactic representation of 
(43) and (44): 
(46) ...VP (lower) 
八 
Spec (object) V' 
/ \ 
V XP (goal/final state) 
As keoiS comes before the complement XP, we can conclude that the D-pronoun 
does not occupy a sentence-final complement position，though it usually comes 
sentence-final if there is no complement projected, as in (9a-d) (cf. §4.2.4). It is 
base-generated somewhere before the verb. 
Also, we have mentioned that the D-pronoun can occur in clauses with duration / 
frequency phrases and the former always come preceding the latter: 
(47) a. Zoengi tiu4 jyu2 zingl keoiS sap6 fanl zungl. 
zoeng CL fish steam 3sg ten minutes 
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‘Steam the fish for ten minutes.' (將條魚蒸佢十分鐘） 
b.* Zoengl tiu4 jyu2 zingl sap6 fanl zungl keoiS. 
zoeng CL fish steam ten minutes 3sg 
將條魚蒸十分鐘佢） 
As duration / frequency phrases are V’ adjuncts preceding the verb before verb 
raising, the occurrence of the D-pronoun before the duration / frequency phrase implies 
that the D-pronoun is preverbal at deep structure. It can be illustrated by the following 
diagram which shows the partial structure of (45): 
(48) ...VP (lower) 
八 




(47b) is ruled out. The D-pronoun cannot follow the duration phrase because the 
D-pronoun is not at the complement position of V . 
Tang does not make explicit what the position before the D-pronoun is. We suggest， 
the position between the object and keoiS in (39) and is an aspectual projection that 
encodes telicity, following Travis' (1991，1994，2000a, b) claim that there is an 
intermediate aspectual projection within the VP. 
One possibility is the base position of the direct object and the D-pronoun occupy 
[Spec, Asp] and [Spec, VP] respectively, as in (49): 
I l l 
(49) * vP 
A 












goi2dyun2 saaml cyunS 
However, (49) is not the correct representation, because the non-subcatorized 
element keoiS cannot be base-generated at [Spec, VP]. [Spec, VP] is a theta-position 
where a theta role is assigned. As the non-referential D-pronoun does not bear a theta 
role, it cannot be generated at a theta position. The direct internal argument tiu4 kwan4 
‘the dress’，on the other hand, should be theta-marked by the verb and it should not be 
base-generated at [Spec, AspP], a non theta-position. 
Another possibility is that the direct object and the D-pronoun are both 
base-generated at [Spec, VP]. This prediction is not borne out, because the D-pronoun 
fails to move together with the direct object as shown in (50a-b): 
(50) a.* Maa4 faan4 nei5 zoengl tiu4 kwan4 keoiS goi2 dyuii2 saaml cyimS." 
trouble you zoeng CL skirt change short three inch 
“ ( 5 0 ) is not acceptable even if keoiS is interpreted as an appositive pronoun, because an appositive 
pronoun cannot have a non-human reference. 
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(*麻煩你將條裙佢改短三吋） 
b.* Zoengl dil syu4 zai2 keoiS cit3-dou3 jatl pin3 pin3. 
zoeng CL-pl potato cut-EXT one slice slice 
將咖薯仔佢切到一片片） 
The inability of keoi5 to move together with the direct object in topicalized 
sentences (as in (42c)) is another piece of evidence against such a claim. If the D-pronoun 
is base-generated with the direct object at Deep Structure, (42c) should not be 
illegitimate. 
With the two possibilities precluded, we propose, the D-pronoun is an element that is 
inserted at [Spec, VP] after the object moves to [Spec, Asp] to check off the [+telic] 
feature. The structural representation of (43) is as (51 a-b): 


























牟 Spec V, 
goi2 dyun2j 
牟 V XP 
t, 
牟 
tj saaml cyunS 
[insertion of keoiS\ 
In (51a), the object, which is base-generated at [Spec, VP], moves out of the VP to 
land in [Spec, AspP], an aspectual projection to check off the [+telic] feature. This 
process leaves an empty position at which the D-pronoun keoi5 can be inserted,' 2 as in 
(51b). The sentence (43) is produced. ^^  
12 The D-pronoun is not a resumptive pronoun as the object undergoes A-movement, rather than 
A'-movement. In the following example, two instances of keoiS can be found: 
(i) Bun2 syul nei5 bongl ngo2 zoengl keoi siul-zo2 keoiS. 
CL book you help me zoeng 3sg bum-PER 3sg 
'Bum the book for me.’ （本書你幫我將佢燒佐佢） 
In (i), the direct object is topicalized. The first keoi5 appearing after zoengl is a resumptive 
pronoun licensed by A’ movement. And the second keoiS is a D-pronoun licensed by A-movement. 
13 Some speakers find keoiS after the subcategorized phrase saaml cyunS 'three inches' in (43), as in (i), 
acceptable: 
(i) Maa4 faan4 neiS zoengl tiu4 kwan4 goi2 dyun2 saaml cyun3 keoiS. 
please you zoeng CL dress change short three inch 3sg 
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The insertion of keoi5 is an optional process. Therefore the appearance of keoiS in 
telic predicates is not obligatory. 
Similarly, the derivation of (47a) is as follows: 
'Please shorten the dress by three inches.' 
We argue the verb goi2 dyun2 'shorten' and its complement saaml cyunS 'three inches' has 
undergone an optional process of V’ reanalysis and become a zero-level category, (see Larson 1988) The 
whole string raises when head movement proceeds. The derivation is as follows: 
(ii) a. vP b. vP 
八 八 
V AspP V AspP 
S p e c ^ Asp’ S p ^ Asp' 
zoengl X X zoengl 
Asp VP Asp VP 
tiu4 kwan4j "«彻叫/ „ 
• Spec V’ + 0 令 Spec V � 
goi2 (^n2i V XP goi2dyiln2 
本 tj I I saaml cyunSj 
i ‘ /, saaml cyun3 ^ ^——Ji tj 
‘ ‘ _ I 
KEOIS KEOI5 









个 Spec V’ 
zingl 
个 XP V， 
ti 
KEOIS V 
sap6 fanl zungl 
tj 
The non-pretransitive form of the sentences is derived by moving the verb from Asp® 
to V®, where the abstract causative verb zoengl is housed in pretransitive sentences. 




• Asp VP 
tiu4 jyu4 
个 Spec V， 
个 XP V’ 
ti 
KEOIS V 
sap6 fanl zungl 
h 
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4.4.3 A final note: D-pronoun in delimitative aspect 
The D-pronoun is compatible with sentences in delimitative aspect，such as (54) 
(repeated from (27)). The [jatl 'one' + verb] string can be treated as a cognate object 
that is housed in complement of V , as in (55): 
(54) Maa4 faan4 nei5 bongl ngo5 zoengl fungi soen3 daa2-(jatl)-daa2 keoiS. 
Please help me zoeng CL letter type-(one)-type 3sg 
‘May I ask you to type this letter for me?' (麻煩你幫我將封信打(一)打佢） 





fungi soenS V XP 
daa2 jatl daa2 
Obligatory V, reanalysis is at work in this case.!* verb and the XP are 





fungi soen3 daa2jatlda2 
The whole string [verb + jatl 'one' + verb] raises to Asp� (and subsequently to v。，if 
the sentence is non-pretransitive), deriving the sentence (54) (=(27)): 












牟 Spec VO 




After the object moves out of its base position, keoiS is inserted, yielding (54). The 
compatibility of the D-pronoun with the delimitative aspect is not surprising, as the 
cognate object like string \yatl ‘one, + verb] acts as an extent indicator situated at the 
complement of V , where other delimiting elements, such as goal or result phrases, are 
housed. 
In our analysis, the non-existence of keoi5 in atelic predicates is accounted for 
because of the absence of an aspectual projection in between the upper and lower VPs. 
Non-delimiting objects stay inside VP (i.e at [Spec, VP] or complement of V,) and they 
do not move to a higher position inside the Larsonian VP structure. Hence, there is no 
way for a resumptive-like D-pronoun to be inserted without A-movement. Matthews 
and Yip (1994) points out that keoiS referring to objects is used pleonastically to reinforce 
a noun in colloquial speech, (p.82) It is the property of affectedness borne by the noun 




In this chapter, we have looked at the properties of a predicate where a D-pronoun 
occurs (namely, irrealis, boundedness and agentivity) and demonstrated that the 
D-pronoun has important bearings on the syntactic representation of telic events. The 
licensing of the D-pronoun shows that delimiting objects move to the specifier of an 
aspectual projection, AspP, to check off the [+telic] feature. This opemtion leaves a 
position where the D-pronoun can be inserted. The exclusive occurrence of the 
D-pronoun keoi5 in telic clauses is thus explained. 
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Chapter Five: Conclusion 
5.1 Summary of the study 
The present study is an attempt to reveal the syntactic structure of telic predicates, 
which have complex structure in aspectual terms. The complex event structure of 
accomplishments is directly reflected in its syntactic representation and the event roles 
of initiator and delimitor are directly translated into specific syntactic positions of 
subject and direct object. Goal phrases are arguments providing an upper bound of an 
event and are translated into complements of V . Achievements lack a well-defined 
causing process. Therefore the phrase marker of an achievement, compared to that of 
an accomplishment, is simpler and it lacks an upper VP where a prolonged causing 
event is encoded. 
Based on the model outlined by Travis (1992, 1994, 2000a, b), this study explores 
the validity of an intermediate aspectual projection in a telic predicate. It seems 
plausible to assume that an inner aspect phrase, AspP, exists in predicates with a 
definite endpoint. We target our study to Cantonese, a southern Chinese dialect for its 
rich variety of telic predicates. We found that, in Cantonese, telicity plays a 
significant role in some linguistic phenomena, namely, word order and the existence of 
D-pronoun. More specifically, objects in telic predicates move out of its base position 
to a higher aspect phrase to check off a [+telic] feature, yielding different word orders 
and interpretation of duration / frequency phrases with regard to direct objects. The 
vacant position left after object movement makes the insertion of the D-pronoun 
possible, thus accounting for the possibility of the existence of D-pronouns in 
accomplishments. 
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Now the structures of telic predicates in Cantonese are unveiled. Arguments are 
mapped onto specific syntactic positions in accordance with the aspectual role that they 
bear, i.e. initiator and delimiter. Mapping of arguments is structurally and lexically 
determined. Lexical information plays a role in constraining the predicate type being 
projected. An inherently telic verb denoting an achievement (e.g. explode, discover, 
etc.) cannot project an atelic frame whereas an inherently atelic activity verb (e.g. push, 
drive, etc.) cannot project a telic one. The projection of argument is not only 
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predicate-driven in that the selection of the relevant phrase marker is somehow 
dependent on the lexical information carried by the verb. Our interpretation of 
eventuality is based on the syntactic frame on which the arguments are mapped, and the 
assignment of event roles is determined by relevant syntactic positions, so the 
projection of argument is predicate-driven as well. In other words, we argue for an 
approach that is both structural and lexical. 
5.2 Suggestions for further studies 
In the Minimalist Program, Chomsky (1995) eliminates AgrO on the basis of 
the projection's lack of semantic import. Some authors (cf. den Dikken (1994) and 
van Hout (1996, 2001, 2004)) claims that an aspectual projection, either VP internal or 
VP external, can be identified with the object agreement projection because measuring 
out is always conducted by the direct object and objects bearing specific cases can yield 
distinctive aspectual interpretations. Since Cantonese lacks agreement and Case 
inflections, it is unclear whether the AspP can be identified with AgrO. If AspP can 
be equated with ArgO, ArgO should not be discarded, because it contains some 
semantic imports that can affect the interpretation of the sentence. At this stage, we 
would like to stick to Travis' terminology and focus on the aspectual significance of 
this projection. 
Apart from the linguistic phenomena scrutinized in this study, some other areas 
can be explored. It is known that some constructions are sensitive to the semantic 
property of affectedness, such as passives, middles and double object constructions. 
Some more analyzes can be done to see if the aspectual projection AspP play a role in 
the formation of these constructions. 
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We can also look into acquisition data to see how children acquire the D-pronoun 
and see how the semantic primitive of telicity helps them to identify the conditions on 
the existence of the D-pronoun. 
Besides the situation types of accomplishments, achievements and activities, we 
can also look into the syntactic representation of states. The properties of states and 
achievements can be compared and contrasted, because states somehow patterns with 
achievements. The question of whether states have single VP structure without any 
inner aspectual projections to indicate change can be further studied. 
In this study, the pragmatic requirement of 'irrealis' or ‘non-assertedness, for the 
licensing of D-pronouns is not explored. The joint effect of non-assertedness and the 
property telicity and the interaction of EP (a projection that can be used to encode the 
realis / irrealis distinction, as Travis (1994) suggests) and AspP on the licensing of the 
D-pronoun can be a target of investigation in the future. 
In the present study, we focus mainly on the direct internal argument and its role 
in the formation of a telic predicate. But in our search of the representation of the 
D-pronoun, we found that non-agentive causers fail to license the D-pronoun (cf. § 
4.3.4). In the future, we can also probe into this question and see how different types 
of external arguments (i.e. volitional agents and non-volition causers) are represented in 
syntax and the linguistic phenomena induced by these distinctive external arguments 
(cf. Gu (2003)). 
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